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Results-of,experimental aerodynamic investigations in the MSFC 14 x 14
 
inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel on 0,0031 scale models of 
the RR Expendable
 
Second Stage (ESS) Modified S-II vehicles are presented. Three different
 
versions of the ESS were tested both alone and mounted "piggybackt on the
 
GD/C space shuttle booster (f15B-) Six component fore and moment
 
data were recorded at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 4 .96, over on angle of attack
 
range from -10 to 160 at zero degrees sideslip and over a sideslip range
 
from -10 to 10 at 00 end ,60 angles of attack. Reynolds number varied
 
over the Mach number range from 4.4 to 8.9 x 106 per fpot. Various booster
 
control surface deflections were tested.
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Plotted six componeht aerodynamic force 6nd moment coefficients are
 
presented for 0.0031 scale model wind tunnel tests on NR Expendable
 
Second Stage (ESS) Modified S-II vehicles in the BASA-MSFC 14 inch
 
Trisonic Wind Tunnel. Three versions of the ESS were tested both
 
alone and mounted "piggyback" on the GD/c space shuttle booster in
 
a launch configuration (see Figures 2 through 5). Primary configu­
ration variation was booster control surface deflection. Aerodyna­
mic coefficient data are given in both the body and stability axis 
system over a Mach number range from 0.6 to 4.96. Angle of attack 
was varied from -100 to 160 at zero degrees sideslip while sideslip 







The following components were tested in various combinations during
 
this test 	as shown on the dataset collation sheets. Pertinent dimen
 
sional data for these components are given in the section entitled
 




U 	 Basic ESS and MDAC Space Station vehicle configuration.
 
Total vehicle 2320 inches long, 396 inches in diameter
 
with a 500 included nose cone.
 
U2 	 The ESS plus Nuclear Payload (NR RNS W/D Engines)
 
configuration. Total vehicle 3050 inches long, 396
 




U3 	 The ESS plus Space Tug configuration. Total vehicle
 
2200 inches long, 396 inches in diameter ESS and 180
 
inches in 	diameter space Tug with a 500 included 
nose cone.
 
B19 Basic body for Booster B-15 B-1 includes eight (8)

peripheral rocket engines and fairings.
 
W14 Basic delta wing with an upswept T.E., a -4 degree
 
twist and 	a 3 degree dihedral.
 
V7 	 Basic vertical tail for the B-15 B-I booster.
 





TEST MSF-'T(IT489 DATA SET COLLATION SHEET 
0 PRETEST 
,gPOSTTEST 
DATA SET SC . pARAMI./VALUES NO. (ACH IND" ENDIaqT VAR BENUMBEISJOR ALTERNATE 
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The Mrshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter­
miLttent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure a-r flowing from 
sitornge to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range 
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections. 
lhe transonic section permits testing at Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
 
supersonic section permits tdsting at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. Mach numbers 
between .2 and .9 are 6btatned by usLng a controllable diffuser. The range 
Prom .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated
 
walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
 
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour
 
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired
 
Mach number in .25 increments.
 
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -40OF dew 
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage receiprocating unit 
driven by a 1500 hp motor. 
The tunne]. flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate 
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling 
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from 
ambient to approximately 180 F. The air then passes through the test section 
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
 
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sector
 
that provides a total angle of attack range of 200 (+100). Sting offsets are
 






REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATiON TEPERATURE 
MACH NUMBER- per *unit length- (pounds/sq. inch) ,(degrees Fahrenheit)' 
6.5 x 106 	 5.58 

0. 6.9.x 106, .7,.96 .-	 95 
1,o . 6.7x 106 . " 833 	 98
 
97
1.2- . 666 x: 6 	 8.981.,96 8.9 x 106 12.80 	 96.
 
2 99 4,4 x 106 	 4.95 , .98
 
41.96 , 6. 1 x 106 3,0 	 99 







NF 175 Lb. 60 lbs -0. 3IV, 
0.3%SF 150LbT " 20 lbs 

AV 100Q 1ks 30 lbs -,, .,3',
0 ­
pM 185 in.lbs 60 in.lbs 0 
3
"/ 
in. lbs 20 in. lb_ _ 0,.3%yM I(0 

0.3%




No satisfactory method is known for determining the abs olute 






The six component aerodynamic force and moment data were reduced to
 
coefficient form in the body axis system using reference values
 
given in Table II,. Moments are about the booster nose as shown in
 
Figure 13 for all configurations. 
The ESS alone moment date are
 
about this same point even though it is physically off the model.
 
Static pressure was measured on the vehicle base and in the balance
 
cavity area. Figure 14 shows the base pressure orifice locations fo 
the ESS and Figure 15 shows the booster tap locations for the launch 
configuration. During launch testing pressures were measured on the
 
booster base only. Axiallforce was corrected for these pressure
 
effects by the following equations:
 
CAF = CA - (CAb + CA) 
where
 




and CB = (Pb - P0)/q.
 







Jenter of-pressure location was determined as 
a percent of body 




- (CYN/CY) bref] l/t
 
where- Xcg fus. sta. 'ofe.g.
 
c 
 wing mean aerodynamic-chord 
bref = reference wing span 







ESS + MDAC Space 
Station (U) 
ESS & Nuclear 
Payload (UZ) 
ESS & Spade Tug 
(W3) 
ESS Launch 












M.A.C. SPAN BODY 
(U) (b) LENGTH 
in. in. 
3.095 6.099 7.192 
3.095 6.099 9.455 
3.095 6.099 6.820 
9.734 


























































Booster With 3 Payload Configu-
ration Comparisons 
A Configuration 1.2 & 
2.99 
-11 - lU 0 1-12 
Elevon Effectiveness in Pitch, 
Beta - 0, B + U Configuration 
A Elevon Deflection 0.6-4.96 -l - 31 0 13-54 
RuddetF and Elevon Effectiveness 
in Pitch, Beta = 0,' B + U 
Configuration 
A Rudder and Elevon 
Deflection 
0.6-4.96 -1i - f1 0 55-96 
Elevon Effectiveness in Yaw, 
Alpha = 0, B + U Configuration 
C Elevon Deflecti6n 1.2 - 3.0 -3n - U. 0 97-110 
Elevon Effectiveness in Yaw, 
Alpha = -6,B + U Configuration 
C Elevon Deflection 1.2 - 3.0 -6 -11 - . 111-124 
Rudder and Elevon Efectiveness 
in Yaw, Alpha = -6,B + U Con-
figuration 
C Rudder and 
Deflection 
Elvon 1.2 - 3.0 -6 -11 ­ 31 125-138 
Booster with 3 Payload Configu-
ration Comparisons in Sideslip 
C Configuration 1.2 - 3.0 -6 -n1 - 11 139-152 
Longitudinal Characteristics 
ESS + Payload 
- B Configuration -9 - 3.0 -4 - 16 0 153-170 
ESS + Payload in Sideslip -
Alpha = -6 
D Configuration .9-4.96 -6 ­ -1_ - 1 171-194 
ESS + Payload in Sideslip for 
Alpha = 0 and -6Degrees 
C Angle of Attack 1.2 - 3.0 0 & -6 -3n - 13 195-208 
SU-IAMiRY DATA PLOT INDEX 
(Continued) 

























































1. Positive directions of force coefficients 
moment coefficients, and angles are 
indicated by arrows. 
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability 














FiLtrre I. 	 Axis systems, s;towing direction and sense of force and 
moment coefficients, angle of attack, and sideslip angle 
NASA-MSFC-MA­
FIGURE 2. PHOTOGRAPH OF BOOSTER WrrH EXPENDABLE SECOND STAGE, U. 
GUR 
FIGURE 3. PHOTOGRAPH OF BOOSTER WITH EXPENDABLE SECOND STAGE, U2. 










FIGURE 6. BODY B19 - B-15 B-1 +CONFIGURATIO 
Los Angeles Division 
North American Rockwell 
t' CRO0" =.2.4, 
FIGURE 7. WING w1 4 -BOOSTER CoMfGURAnON 
23
 
LOS ANGELES DIVISION 
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION 




FIGURE 8. CANARD C4 
24
 
Los Angeles Division 
North American Rockwell 
35"
 





4 -- - 945 950
 
FIUR M 9,5o-









FIGURE 12. ESS-VEflCIE 
-- U3 
Typical ESS Plus Bayload Vehicle 
Balance Mwent Center 
- /-Reference Moment Center	 
CMj 
1 - . .	 9.734 
1 for 	U = 1. 717 
U2- 3:980 
U3 = 1.355 
FIGURE 13. MOMENT REFERENCE CENTER LOCATION 
For0.6 14RU, UZ, U3 
0. 380R 	For U, U"2 
0. 375R For U3 








Note: 	 Location of pressure taps may vary slightly as installation 
will be made during test setup, 








o .678 R 





 Location of pressure taps may vary slightly as installation will
 
be made during test setup.
 
Figure 15 . Location of Base Pressure Tap
 
for Launch Configurations. 
31
 




MODEL .COMPONENT: BODY - . 
for B-15B Delita Win- Conf±i uration, vith circulzrGtNERAL DESCRIP.TION: 
cross section nat nose, f.iring to flat bottom at win-. Flats on riVLs to 
close ap at cvnardl root foryard of hin-:o 'line. Fairinus over rocket 
engines. 
DRAWING NUMBER: - W-70-105222 
DIMESIONS-: 'FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE AS £ivUL 
Length (nose to wing T. E. 9-734 
1.356
Max. Width 






. 2.252Max. Cross-Sectional 

Planform 12. O3.. 




MODEL COMPONENT: win,,- 11 _ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: W!o1 "edified to nlfoiopt trailing od:"C-and, with twist 
outboard of 13. L. 340 linearly incroazingt to -4 de:grees at tip and with leadin.' 
edge faired into fusela, c( W,n is the i'aoic B-15D wing) 
DRAWING NUMBER: W2_7o105222
 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 









2 3Rate of Taper 

Taper Ratio 0.11 2
 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 3 at
 
Incidence Angle, degrees .--root 2 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees -4 
Toe-In Angle 
Cant Angle '" ' 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 51 
Trailing Edr? 0 
0.25 Element Line 7__._5_ 
Chords:
 






Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1o.913r
 
W.P. of .25 MAC 0.766
 












 Span, (equivalent) 4 ,_____ 







Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
-11-.35z-
W.P. of .25 MAC
 
B.L. of .25 MAC _ _ . 57­





Dasic canard for B-15B Delta Wing Confituration
-'GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 













Inb'd equivalent chord 

0.099
Outb'd equivalent chord 





At Inb'd equiv. chord
 
At Outb'd equiv. chord
 










Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)
 




MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical - V7 








Inb'd equivalent chord 





Ratio njovable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At In'd equiv. chord 0.35 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 
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32 Model Nmenclature 
_21Ependable Second Stage - (Oont'd) 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY -U ESS plus MDAC payload 
'GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Expendable second stage and MDAC space station are 









Length , in. 950 13i70 7.192
 
Max. Width-, in. 396 396 1.228
 
Max. Depth , in. 396 396 1.228 
Fineness Ratio 
Area 









3.0 MODEL DESCRIPTON Page 10
 
.22 DfrmlS±0218 Data 
SExpendable Second Stage - (Cont'd) 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY U2E S plus ES Payl_ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Expendable Second Stage and NS paylcad are cyliner
 











Length , in. 950 2100 9X55
 
Max. Width, in. 396 396
 
Max. Depth, in. 






















3.0 MODEL DESCRIPTION - Page 12 
3.2 Model Nomenclature
 
3.2-1 Expendable Second Stage - (Cont'd) 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - Ug ESS plus Space Tug Payload 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Expendable Second Stage and Space Tug payload are
 







 FULL-SCALE. MODEL SCALE 
ESS + Space Tug 
Length, in. 950 1250 6.820 
Max. Width, in. 396 180 1.228 









































angle of attacK, angle between the projection 
of the wind k-axis on the body X,, Z-plane and 
the body X-axis; degrees 
sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis
 




yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body
 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is
 
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees
 
roll angle, angle of rotation about the body

X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is
 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees
 
air density; Kg/m3, slugs/ft3
 
speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
 




dyn6mic pressure; l/2PV, psi, psf
 
'Mach number; V/S 
Reynolds number per unit length; million/ft 














wing area; m2 , ft2 
reference area; m2, ft 
wing mean aerodynamic 










reference length; m, ft, in.; (see 5) 
wing span or reference span; m, ft, In 




center of gravity 
abbreviation for moment 




)MP abbreviation for moment 
on Y-qxis 
reference point 






Axis System General 
SYMBOL DEFfINITION 
F force; F, lbs 
M moment; M, in-lb 
Subscript Definition 
N normal force 
A axial force 
L lift force 
D. drag force 
Y force or moment about the Y axis 
Z moment about the Z axis 
X moment about the X axii 
s stability axis system 
v wind axis system 
ref reference conditions 
free stream conditions 













CN CN normal force coefficient; Fu/qS
 
CA CA axial force coefficient; FA/qS
 
CAb CAB base axial force coefficient;
 
[-'] [(Pb - pw)/Q](Ab/S)
 
CAf CAF 
 forebody axial force coefficient; CA -CA 
Cn CMN yawing moment coefficient; MZ/qS bref 
CI CBL rolling moment coefficient; Mx/qS bref 
Common to Both Axis Systems 
Cm C0M pitching moment coefficient; My/qS tref 
Cy CY side force coefficient; Fy/qS' 
Stability Axis Sstem
 
CL CL lift force coefficient; FL/qS 
CD CD drag force coefficient; FjqS 
CDb CDB base drag coefficient 
CDf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb 
C2N1 yawing moment coefficient; M7,8s/qS bref
 
C1 CSL rolling moment coefficient; MXs/qS bref
 
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; CC D 










































normal force coefficient; FN/qS
 
axial force coefficient; FA/qS
 
base a al force coefficient; 
1-11 Ph- Pwo)/] (Ab/S) 
forebody axial force coefficient; C CAbA -

pitching moment coefficient; My/qS Iref
 
side force coefficient; Fy/qS
 
yawing moment coefficient; MJqS bref
 






















Stability Axis ISystem 
DEFINITION 
lift foree coefficient; FJqS
 




forebody drag coefficient; CD - 'CDb 
pitching moment coefficient; Mys/qS iref
 
side force coefficient; Fy/qS
 
yawing moment coefficient; MZ,,s/qS bref 
rolling moment coefficient; MX,s/qS bref 
lift-to-drag ratio; C/C D -





































horizontal tail incidence; positive when 
trailing edge dawn; degrees 
symmetrical surface deflectibn angle; degrees; 
'positive deflections are: 
aileron 













trailing edge down 
trailing edge down 
trailing edge down 
trailing edge to the left 
trailing edge down 
tab 





atisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees;

sitive trailing edge down: 
left aileron 
- trailing edge down 
right aileron 
- trailing edge down 
left elevon 
- trailing edge down
 
right elevon 
- trailing 'dge down
 
left spoiler 
- trailing edge down
 
right spoiler 
























A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original

and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
'uently, is available as en addendum to this report. 
The tabular listing is
 
made up in two sections:
 
(a) ' 
a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following .organ­
izations:
 
NASA AMES, Mr. V. Stevens
 
NASA MSC Mr. Ray Nelson
 
NR, r. C. R. Leef
 
If c6pies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­






Chrysler Corporation Space Division
 

























-12 -10 -. 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 0 10 12 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFrGURATION 0ESCRIFTION 
 BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
FC3I4C) HSFC489 NR/GD EOS LAUNCH OISWI4C4AVT*U 
 0.013
(R3117C) 0.000 0.00 0.OD SREF t5.E560 SO INNsFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH 819Wl14C4A"7.U2 
 0.030 0.000
CR3118CI 0 C.o0 0.000 LREF 5.0950 INCHES
MSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19W4C4AV74U3 ".0ID 
 5.000 V.000 0.000 









 SCALE 0.003. SCALE
 
PAGE I 






























2 4 6- -4 8 - 10- 1- 1-

-1 -ID - S - 6 - 4 -

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 





MSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BjI9I4C4AVT+U 















(R3IISC) 0 MSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AVT.U3 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XMRP 0.00ov 
YHRP 0.00D 
ZHRP O.0lfl0 INCHES 
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-- 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS-BOOSTER WITH 3 PAYLOAD CONFIGURATION COMPARISONS
 
.1: - : : i~ :ji'::: ---- ------------------- :j :
•~~ If Ii II 1 I - f i t. 

























-4 4 - a 2 4 6 a ia 12 14 16 is 
D ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCtFIOURATI DESCRIPTIO BETA ELVAT AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
CC3104C) HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH Bi9WI4C4AV7TU 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.656. SQ IN
 
CR3117C) MSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH 819W14C4AV7+U2 0.030 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3 .09M3 INCHES
 
R3118C) M 0.010 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.0990 INCHES








HACH 1.200 SCALE 0.0031 SCALE
 
PAGE 3 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
LI 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS-BOOSTER.WITH 3 PAYLOAD CONFIGURATION COMPARISONS
 
I i l.-I I I	 -I 

- -lll-	 ll-
.219- - - - - - - - -- - -	 -c::;p;-:~ 





-12 -10 -8 -6 - -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 le 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CC3104C) 0 MSFC4SS MR/OD £55 LAUNCH BISWI4C4AVT+U 0.010 r.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN 
IR3117C) LX SFC489 MR/CD ESS LAUNCH 819W14C4AV7+UZ 0.030 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0sz0 INCHES (R3110C) /MSFCAS9 NR/CD £55 LAUNCH 319W14C4AVT4U3 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 	 BREF 6.V990 INCHES 
XHRP 0.0000 
YMRP 0.0000 
ZMRI -0.0010 INCHES 





LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS-BOOSTER WITH 3 PAYLOAD CONFIGURATION COMPARISONS
 
LI I-I--5- I-­z --' -fl ---
J---­
-2 T --­
12 - 1-- -- a----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- -
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MACH 1F SCACE 0.0031 SCALE 
D-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------­




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS-BOOSTER MITH 3 PAYLOAD CONFIGURATION COMPARISONS
 
+
:: : :: : 1::: ii iFii -fl+ ii ii i 
h.0 
i-I-i 0.----------------------------------------------------------------------­
z I10 I 
z 
a­
-1.5 : : : : : : ; :: : : : : : : : 
::ifii:
-2.0 Iii ::h7111 1111911+ :fl 
-it12 -jo -a8 -e *-4 *- 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTIa4 BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C3104C) f HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH'BISWI4C4AV7+U 001 0 .CO 0 .000 0.000 SREF 15.656 SQ IN 
t3it7C) HSrC4o9 HR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AV+U2 0.030 0.000 0.000 0..000 LREF 3.095a INCHES 
(R3118C) M LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7+Ub 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.0990nSFC489 NR/GD ES INCHES 
XMRF 0.000 
YMRP 0.0000 





LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS-BOOSTER WITH 3 PAYLOAD CONFIGURATION COMPARISONS 
*a1 1I } j : H 1 1 - - - - - - ----­----











- -- 4- - -
: II 








MSFCA$9 NRj'40 ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4Ay?,U 
NSFC4&9 R/GD ESS LAUNCH 819W14C4AY71UZ 
SFC49 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH 
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
BETA ELVATR AILRON 
0.010 0.1)00 Q.U00






SREF 1565s SO INLREF 3.0950 INCHES 
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS-BOOSTER WITH 3 PAYLOAD CONFIGURATION COMPARISONS
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D 2A SE 10 12 14 1w 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA 
 ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(C3104C) Q NSFC489 NR/6D ESS LAUNCH B19WI4C4AVT+U 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 $REF 15.O6ts0 Q IN 
R31I7C) Z2 NSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BI9Wl4C4AVT#U2 0.030 0.000 0.000 0.oQo LREF 3.0950 INCHES 










LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS-BOOSTER WITH 3 PAYLOAD CONFIGURATION COMPARISONS
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 I I 
. 020 
Lu I 
- t '6 4 2 2 4 a 1 1 z 14 16 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CC3I4C) Wi M8FC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AVT+U 
 0.010 0.000
CR31iiC) LX QSFC4SD MRICD 0.000 0.0tUo SREF 15.65150 So IN26$ LAUNCH 819W14C4AV7+U2 
 0.030 0.000 0.000 LREF
(R3IISC) * HSFC409 NR/CD ESS LAUNCH 319W14C4AVT+U3 0.000 3.03 ,D INCHES
 D.OtD 0.000 
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS-BOOSTER WITH 3 PAYLOAD CONFIGURATION COMPARISONS 
.055 
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS-BOOSTER WITH 3 PAYLOAD CONFIGURATION COMPARISONS
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 -:t,:±:---R G LA NC 

-.o117C MSC 8 NiG LA NC UIS IW'4AI.0I.0 IEI.95 0.0 

(C10 C lSCI0 I I I IES IIA UI.1 I.0I.GIRE IO II .0 ! 15 6 IN
0.5IINCHIESII-

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES

-. 010 .-- 0 ICE 
ELVATR INPORHATIONDATA SET SYHOL CcFIGURATICN DESCRIPTIO DETA AKRON RUDDER REFERENCE {CCSI4C) 0 HSFC409 HR/GO ESS LAUNCH BISI44C4AV..U 000 0.000 0,000 0.000 ORES 15.6560 50 IN 
(RSIITC) LA SFC489 HR/GD LOS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AVI+U2 0.030 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES 












,045 1 1 1 1LONGITUDINAL £HARACTERISTICS-BOOSTER WITH 3 PAYLOAD CONFIGURATJON COMPARISONS
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-10 8- - 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 ±0 
-Zo o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
C3b04C) fl NSFC409 
 fR/GDESS LAUNCH B1SWS4C4AV~TU 
 BETA AILRON
IYATA SET SYNBOL C FIGURATION DESCRIeTION 0.010 ELVATR RUDDER
CRSIITC) / HSFC4SS NR G0 ES LAUNCH 0.000 0.000 0.000
BI WI4C4AVV'-U?
(R3iiSC ) NSF'C409 o.os - 0.000 0.c.00 0.000MR/GO ESS LAUNCH 8IWI4C4AVY+U3

-J 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 

H A H2 9 DS 

1 ! 

































































-1?I -10 -8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET 5YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
LR5I04C) HSFC489 NR/SD ESS LAUNCH BIOWI4C4AV7,U 





MACH 0.604 SCALE 0.0051 SCALE
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-12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON 
CR3104C) MXSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH OISWI4C4AV?+U 0.010 0.000 0.000 
MAZIOSC)NSFC489 NR/GD EBS LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AVT+U 0.020 0.000 10.000 
(A106C) DATA HOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIOJS 0.040 -5.000 15.000 








12 14 16 18 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6565 SQ IN 
LREF 3.Os0 INCHES, 
BREF 6.990 INCHES 
XHRF U.0000 
YHRF 0 OODDZMRP . 0000 INCHES 





































-.-12 -10 - - - - -4 - - ­ 4 -0-1-

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA .SETSYNBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CR3104C) fl BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION
NSFC489 HR/GO ESS LAUN]CH BI9Wi4C4AVY+U 0.010 0.000 0.000
(A3IPSC) Z3* 0.000 SREF 15.056) 59 IN
Nsrc489 HR/GO ESS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AVT+U 

CASIOOC) [ 0.020 0.000 10.000 0.000 EREF t6gs09 CHE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIO:S 
 0.040 -5.000 15.000 0.000 BREF
(A3IOTC) 0.0990 INCHES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDIT:ONS 
 0.040 -15.000 25.000 
 0.000 XNRP 0.0000
 
YNRP o.o00 
ZMRP 0.000 INCHES 















































-1? -to -a8 -6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 10 18
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET Sya5OL C0NFIGURATICN DESCRIPTICN BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFCRMATION, 
(R3104C1 0 NSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH SISWI4C4AV7+U 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 SCEF 15.6560 SQ IN 
(A3105C) HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7+U 0.020 o.o00 10.00 0.000 CREF 3.0950 INCHESi
 
(A3IOOC) <0 NSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BIgW1444AV7+U 0.040 -5.0 15.000 0.000 BREF 6.0990 INCHES
 



































- -4 -2 2 6
8 6 
 0 4 
 8 10 l2 14 16 18
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 BETA ELVATR AILRON 
 RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 (R3104CI 0 
 MSFC489 NR/GD ES$ LAUNCH 819W14C4AV+U 0.010 
 0.oD 0.060 0.000 SrEF 15.0500 Sa IN
(A1OSCI L NSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BiSW14C4AVT+U 
 0.020 0.000 10.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES
(A3106C) DATA NOr AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
 0.140 -5.000 15.000 0.000 2REF 6.0o90 
 INCHES































- -10 -8 - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DECREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CON*IGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON 
CR3104C; MSFC4B9 NR/OD ESS LAUN:h BiSW14C4AV U 0.010 0.000 0.000 
(AS105CI /L HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BlgW14C4AV7+U 0.020 0.00, 10.000 
(A3106C) NSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCh Bi9WI4C4AV7+U 0.040 -5.000 15.000 
A3107C) [ HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AVT+U 0.040 -15.000 25.00r 







12 14 16 18 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 So IN 
LREF 3.0950 INCHES 
BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XNRP 0.0000 
YMRP .000 
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-2 6.1 41 U 2 4 6 a 2a 12 14 10 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRiFTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATIONR3104C 
 HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7+U 
 O.DiO 0.000
AaI05¢C) 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560MSFC489 NR/GD aSS LAt'fCH SJ9W14C4AV7.U SQ IN0.020 0.000 10.000
(A31Oc U.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES
CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS





























(A306 A ODIIN 
-l2 -10 -8 -2-4 z 2 4 6 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
eATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION~ DESCRIFTION BETA ELVATR AILRON 
(R3104C1 M SFC4SS 1.RID £SS LAUNCH SISWI4C4AV7+U 0.010 0.000 0.000 
CASIO5CI MSFC489 NR,'40 ESS LAUACH 819W14C4AV7+U 0.020 0.000 10.000 








12 14 1s 18 
REFERENCE INFORMATION* 
SREF 15.656a SQ IN 
LREF 3.0950 INCHES 
BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XHRP 0.0000 
YMRP 0.Bonn 
Z5RF 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.o001 SCALE 
PAGE 20 
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETA=O, B+U CONFIGURATION
 
i f I i II I' 












+ - ----- - ­
.1< .08 
-1 -10 - 6 6 -4 2 a 2 4 6 a 12 14 islo to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INF RMATICN 
(R3104C) M SFC489 NR/GD E$S LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7+U 0.010 0.000 O.ooO 0.00SE 566 QI(A3105ClL NSFC489 NR/GD EBB LAUNCH B%9Wl4C4AVT U 0.020 0.006 10.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES(AZ'06C) DATP NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.040 -5.006 15,0GB 0.000 BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
(AST'7C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE roDR ALL CONDITIONS 0.040 -15.500 ?5.000 0.000 XMRP 0.0000 
YMRF 00ou6 
.MR5 0:6000 INCHES 











.1­< 7 1_ 
z .14 
W .t4 	 -
IL
















12 -10 -a -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CcFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFIRHATION 
CR3104C) MSFC489 NR/GD E$ LAUNCH Bi9W14C4AV74U 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 so IN 
(A3105C) NSFC489 *R/GD ESS LAUNCH B19W4C4AV7eU 0.020 0.000 10.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES 
(A3106C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE'FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.040 -5.000 15.000 0.000 	 BREF 6.0990 INCHES
 
(A3107C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.040 -15.000 25.U00 C.000 	 XNRP 0.0000 
YMRF 0.0000 
ZNRP 0.0000 INCHES 




-ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETAO, B+U CONFIGURATION
 



























.0211 1 r v 1 r 1 
2± 6 810 0 i12 4 
-isANGLE OF AlTACK. ALPHA; DEGREES 
18 
DATA SET SYHOQI. CONFIGURAT1CN 0ESCRIPTIC*N BETA ELVATR AW~rONCR3IOAC) Q MSFC489 NR/GD ESS RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATIONLAUNCH 8I9W14C4AV7+UCA3IO5C) n MSFC48S NR/GD ESS LAUNCH 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 INBISWI4C4AVZ+U SREF 15.6560 SO(A3106c3 HSFC4SS 0.020 0.00Q a0.000 0.000NR/OD ESS LAUNCH BISWI.4C4AV7,U LREF 3-DE-0 -INCHESCA3IOTC) a 0.040 -5.000 15.060 0.000 EREFMSFC489 NR/GO ESS LAUNCH BIBWi4C4AVTU 6.0990 INCHES53,0 -15.000 25.000 0.000 XHRP 0.uvo0 
YMRR 0.0000 
MACH ZMRP 0.0000 INCHES1.200 
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
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-12 -10 -8 
 - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 10
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
Ra104C; NSFC489 NRIOD E55 LAUNCH BISWI4C4AVT+U 0.010 U.O00 9.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN 









































-2 0 42 6 
 1 12 14 16 18
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNOU CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATIONCR3104C) 
 HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH Bt9WI4C4AVTtU 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000
(A105C) SREF 15.6560 SQ IN
MSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AV7+U 
 0.020 0.000 10.000 0.000 LREF 3.1.50 INCHES
(A3106C) 0 HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BIeWS4C4AV7 U 0.040 -5.000. 15.000 0.000 
 BREF 6.0990 INCHES
CA310TC) L NSFC48S NRI/GD ES 
LAUNCH SISW±4C4AV7+U 
 C.340 -15.000 25.000 
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124 -1 8 6 - 2 Q 2 4 6 a t a 1 6 I 
-2 -ic -o8 - - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 10
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CR3104C; NSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AVT+U 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.650 SQ IN (A31'5CI H SFC489 HR/GD ESS LAUNCH BI9Wl4C4AVT*U D.0z2 0.000 10.000 0.00 LREF 3.0 50 INCHES (A3IO6CI 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CCNDITIctS 0.040 -5.0D0 15.000 0.000 BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
AS1TC) U DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS C.b40 -15.000 25.000 .0 0 XHRF 0.0000 
YHRF 0.0000 
ZHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
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ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETA=O. B+U CONFIGURATION
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LU F ., o + , 
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CR54) HF49N/DE5LUC IW44V+ .1 .O
o.D *0 RF S66 eZ 
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ZMR :00 I NCE
 
PACE 27 




ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETA=O, B+U CONFIGURATION
 
2., I t I I I I I f t I t I T t i | I T f f I I I T ! T T
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DAT CNIE I 1 BET I RUDE REFERENCE IRM T INSYBO-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------IGUAIONI DECITION ILAT l 1II RO 
CR3 MSC!IB I1W4 LA NCI I II I I I. 0. 0. I I .0 0.0I II 15 6 6 N






-- - - - - -- - - - --I---,,-------------­
7 10C- ll ll ll-------------------------- --- -----I l llllll l IlllE 
T C a DATA I I I I I I I 1 I5 I I.I0 0 I 
ci r------------------------------------- i . 1 1 1 1 1 0 
-2. 4II0 l l l "klll l l l 0ll 
-- Ill AVAILABLE lll l l ­
-4 10 - - l l l l ll 2 l l l l 12l4 1 II 
l I IIII ll ! lI I ANGtlE OFIATTACK.IALPHA. DEGREESlII III 
- -l-- - - - I--- - - lll-
MACH ". --- - SCALE-1III----------------------------­".--- SCALE 

IA0C IDAT OT VAILABLE FOR ALL OIITI S II -5.000 5.000t 0.0 I.99I0.DAII I II - BRE NCE

-307J-° NOT AVAILA1LE OI I D!1~ .40- 0 2  00 MP 000
 
o ,,, ,, ,,, ,, ,,, ,,, ,, ,,, Ii i, , ,RP+ I III00
 
I I t I I I I IINCHES1
I I II I II I I I0.II I I0II 

I Ii i i iii i i ii ii i i i i i iSCAE11 1 11 0. 03 IS AL
 
- M tI 0.900 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 













-- o :44 
-- 12 -10 - a 6 - 4 - z 0 2 4 6 a ID it 14 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IM3104C) Q MSFC469 NR/GD BBO LAUNCH 819Wl4CAAVT+ DID1 0.000 0.000 0.0003 1 0 5 ) U SREF 15.6560 SQ IN11 C MSFC489 NR/GD EBB LAUNCH B19WL4C4AVT+U 0.020 0.009 10.000 0.1009 LREF 3.oq=0 INCHES(A3166c , DATA NOT AVAILABLE F OR ALL C ONIT IOS 0.940 -5.000 15.6000 ,0 0 B E . 9 0 I C S(A3107C)U DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 





MACH 0.994 SCALE 0.0031 SCALE
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ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETA=O, B+U CONFIGURATION
 
1 1 1 I I I I I I2. I I I ill I I 1 1 l 1I 1 1 1 
2.5 IfI 
-0 
w I MI I IAL i IC I I I I . . 1 S 
H! I I I0 I I I I I I I i i I i ' i I i ' I ' I I I I , , , , , , I i. 1 LPAGE 307. I ~ l l l l l l l l l l 
w *- .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -S----------------------------------- ---------------- II-I-i I 
I I I I IIC 
S fil ANGLE4I I B
OF ATTCK ALHA DEGREES,
 





I I I II2I.I I I I I I I II I I I I
 
I ll l I I I IIII I I -2II.I 

-1 2 -to -I -6I-4 1 16IIIIIIII -2I0I2I I t r10 l 12 14 
(A I LI I)ISIC4SS NR/CI ISI LAUNCH.BISWI4C4AVI+u 0.020 0.000I 10.000!0.000ILEEF INCHESI.ISI5  

-(A3 ISC8 E/GI ESI LAUNCHI 9II CIAI7I I I15.000I I bI I.0I990 NCE









ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETA=O. B+U CONFIGURATION
 
I- I I I I I I T I 
2.5-++ 
u-----­





------------------------------------------------- ---- 1 -- -- -------------­
-2. 
-10~ -- ~ -- I - - 0 1-- 12 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SyMBC CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE NO AT N 
CA10C MSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH S19W14C4AV7 U 0.O10 O.0O0 0.0110 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN
 (A310 C) SFC489 NR/GB S S LAUNCH B1W 4C4AV+ U .0O O.O DD 10.000 .000 LREF . 3.0szo INCHES 





MACH 1.962 SCALE 0.0031 SCALE
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.	 I I : :: 
-H-1 
z -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-
1 11 9-.1111 
A 5 Asp - 6-4 2 a Q -1 1 -4is i-44 

z 14) HF49N/DESLUC IW44VTU000 Ooo OO0 OOQ 8E 566 QI
 
"304C5 SC8 RG B ANHB9lCA7U000 000 000 D00 SE • 566 QI
 (A15) SC8 RG B ANHBgICAT 	 .2 .O ~ OO OOO LE .9 ICE 
PTRE 32 
iF.T9C0 ANGLE 	 DEGREESCAL SLCHA,

DAASTYOLCH IURA9 a0 ESRPTC 	 ETCAAL ILO UDE EFERENCE INOR AL
 
BS~iC4V7
CE304)LUNCQ NSC4S H/GD£5 0010 0.00 0.00 .00 SE PA5.56 32 I
 
---- --- --- --- --- 
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I f II 
-2.5
 
1 -16 -4 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA0SET SYMBOL CFIURATIONDECRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORATION
 
"R14H
SFC489 NR/GD ES$ LAUNCH D19WI4C4AV7*U 
 D.010 0.O00 0.000 0.0B0 SEF 15.655. so IN
 
A3105C) R ISFC489 NR/GD E$$ LAUNCH B19Wl4C4AV7U O.020 G.oDD 10.0O0 0.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES
(A 16C ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITI OS 
 IC 43 -5 °O 00 15 . 0 0 130GOB6 0 90 I C E 










ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETA=O, B+U CONFIGURATION
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Li.i 
-.00 e- 4 -1 1
LiL 
-1006C -AT -6T FO -4ILBLAL CODTOS'1- o s0 te 14 16E NCE*189 
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-I -I Lt I II- II-I- II- II I 
. 1 1 1 i I i 6 I I I I 0 12 14. . .	 16 
- - - - - - - - - -1 
 0.00 1 #1 E 11 l-A3OSC HFC4I H/GIESI&AICHIISI4C4V t 0.20LA 1 10001 1 0.0 I1 1I IS IINIHI1111 ! i 




CA3IOC)ATANOT VAIABLEFORALL L OFhDATITASK.04ALPH.0 DEG0R .0EESF 	 . NCE 
(ASI0'C) LI DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CON4DITIONS a.403 -15.000 25.000 0.000 	 XNRF 0.000D 
YNRP a00ZHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
MUH 0.900 SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
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ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETArO, R+U CONFIGURATION
 




IL " " " " ' i"
Aitl VIP.-T''l t 
LLJ
 
- I0- 4 -Z a 2 4 6 a8 I I 14 i 1o
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA EI ATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(3 I .SFC489 IR/GD II9WI4C4AVIU 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.65I u SQ IN
I04C; ESS LAUNCH 

'AS1 C SFC48S HR/GO ESS LAUNCH BISI4C4AV7*U 0.020 0.000 10.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES
I 
(A306 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0 .4E -5 000 15 D 0.000 BREF .0990 INCHES
 













ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETA=O, B+U CONFIGURATION
1 1:1::: i
 
I I I I I I I f 
=44-- 1 +i-­













l l l l l l l I I 1 l l I I I-
­
< ll
 I l l ili 

:I"-I:-- ,, , l
11W I ] ,

-~-41 
-1II a a 42a 
_ a 4 a
-- -as -2 $ 110 1242 ± Itll 16 I ll 
DAT SE SYBOLCONIOUATIH OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
~ANGLE 

DAT ST YMBONIGUATONDESRITINSETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORM4ATION
(R3104C) N3FC4S NR/GD ESS LAUN.CH B1SWI4C4AV7.U 0.010 0.000
0.000 000SE 566 OI 
CIOC A MSFC489 HR/GD ESS LAUNCH SISWI,14CfAV+U 0.020 0.000 10.000 0.000 LREF 3 .09-tI INCHES
~A10C)0
R/OESSC~S LUNH ±W1C4v7u0.040 

-5.000 15.000 0.000 BREF 6.0990 INCHES
CA3±107C) 











ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETA=, B+U CONFIGURATION
 
L--­




:71 	 :1 ::--­
-. 06 
-1 1 - 6 -4 2 0 2 4 	 0 1-1 6 1 
-. 09 
-012 -10 -8 - 6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 1a 14 16 IS 
ANGLE (IFATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CR31040) 0 MSFC489 NR/00 ESS LAUNCH 819W14C4AV7+U 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.65tD SQ IN 
(A315C) a HSFC489 NR/&D ESS LAUNCH BISW14C4AV7+U 0.020 0.000 10.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES 
tA3106C) a DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0 C-0 -5.000 15.000 0.000 	 BREF 6.0990 INCHES, 
CA3107CL DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.040 -t5.000 25.000 0.000 	 XNRP 0.0000 
YNRF 0.00 
ZNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
MACH 1.962 





















-.03 1 EE:L 







-10 --8 - --- --- a- 4 6 -- a 12 14 I--
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA 0cSET SYBOLt. HSC4oF1GURAION DESCRIPTION BETA LVATR AILRON RDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CR14) MF49NR/GD ESS LAU14CH 819Wl4C4AV7 U 0.00091010 0.0OO 0.000 SREF 15.6561 sa IN(A3105C ) SF489 NR/01D ESS LAUNCH 819W4C4AV7 0 020 .00O 10.00 .0D LREFU 	 3.90 INCHESA3106C) [ SFC49 NR/0V SSLAUNCH B19W4C4AVYU O,04C -5.000 15.000 0.D0G BEF 6 XC990 INCHESCA3107C) NSFC489 NR/GD E$B LAUNICH 819Wl4C4AV7+	 
-15.000U 0.040 25.00a 0o00 	 XMRF 0.0000 
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ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETAZOP B+U CONFIGURATION 
.05 
















1 - - -
-12 -0 -a -6 -4 - 2 4 6 a 
ANGLE OF ATRACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON 
CR3104C) Q HSFC489 HR/GD ESS LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AV7+U 0.010 0.000 0.0O0 
(A3105C) MSFC489 HR/GD EBB LAUNCH BIDWI4C4AV?+U 0.020 0.000 10.000 
(A3106C) D ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIOQS a oit -5.000 15.00 








12 14 16 18 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.65E0 SQ IN 
LREF 5.0950 INCHES$ 
BREF 6.0990 INCHES, 
XNRP 0.OO0 
YNRF 0.0000 
ZMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
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ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETA=O, B+U CONFIGURATION
 
,,,
f I-- I-I 	 I--"I-I-----
I I I I I I I I I I 	 - - - - ­
" 'I 	 1 ' I 
Ill ~ ~~~ Ittllllllllll 
.o. 	 - ­
fl .045z +- -+- I - t-|
C4 -­
i I ~~~~ I I ~I Il 	 l l l l l l l l l 
, , , , , -------­
- - -	
- -4- 4-
Li.fLL: : , T : : : 	 'I:I"", , , , ,
,II 
Ll-~~ I 	 L-
O .020 
| l l l l4l I T I 	 l, I 
L4-	 - -I I I I I f If it I I I I I 1/ ,4J I I ; I I 
z-	 --14"-t­




- -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 
 6 IQ 1e 1s I10 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CON4FIGURATION4 DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CR31040) 0 SVC489 UR/GD £38 LAUNCH SI9WIAC4AVTU 0.010 0.000 
 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 so IN
CA3105C) /A SFC4SO NR/GD £33 LAUNCH BISWI4C4AvrtU U.020 0.000 10.000 
 0.000 	 LREF 3.09%0 INCHES
1A31 GC) DATA NO)T AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIWnS 0.040 -5.000 15.000 0.000 6.0990
BREF INCHES
CA3107C DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
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12 -to 6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTICN BETA ELVATR AILRON 
(R3104C) NSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISW14C4AVY+U 0.010 0.000 0.000 
IAS105C MSFC489 NR/GD E5 LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7tU 0.020 0.0o0 10.000 
(A31 6C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS D.D40 -5.D0 15.000 








12 14 16 186 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6561 So IN 
LIEF 6.09.0 INCHES 
BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XNRF 0.0000 
YMRF a.0000 
ZMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE o.0031 SCALE 
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12 10 -t -e -4 -2 0 2 4 6 10 12 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
R3104C) HSFC48S 
NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BI9W14C4AV7+U 
 0.010 0.000
CA3105C) 0.000 0.000 REF 15.6569HSFC489 NR/GD ES3 LAUNCH B51W14C4AVT+U SQ IN
 (A3106CJ 0 0.020 0.000 10.000 0.000 LREF 3.0900 INCHESDATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIO?,S 
 0.040 -5.000
CA31O7C) 15.000 0.000 DREF 6.C990 INCHES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDIT:OMS 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION~ DESCRIPTION4 BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(R3104C; M SFC489 HR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AVT+U 0.010 0.000 U.000 0.000 SREF 15.05S0 so IN
 (A31SCI Li SFC489 HR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7+U 0.020 0.000 10.000 0.000 LREF 3.0350 INCIJES((AIIOCSFC46 IR/Gi 0.000 





 I ESS LAUNCH B19Wl4C4AVIU 0.040 -5.000 15.000 BREF 6,0990 INCHES' 
ZHRr . 0 INCHES
 
MAH .2 ,.,.SCALE .003, SCALE
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--01 0 jI- Tf-t1-6 4-4 IHIEEFEEFIlEI IW ItA 1hI~ 
-e 0 2 4 6 
 8 10 12 14 16 ±8
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SZT SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOJ DESCRIPTION 
 BETA EL'JATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
CR31040) Q) MSFC48S NH/GD ESS LAUN4CH SISW14C4AVT+U 
 0.010 
 0.0 000 0.0 SE 5.50 QI
 
(A3105C) LA HSFC48S NR/CD ESE LAUNCH BISWI4C4AVT+U 
 0.020 0.000 10.000 .000 LREF 3.0&.-0 INCHES
(A310C) 
 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIOi4S 
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ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETA=O, B+U CONFIGURATION
 

























-12 -1 -8- -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 I10 12 14 1 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(R3104C) N HSFC489 NR/GD EBB LAUNCH BISWl4C4AV?+U 0.010 D.000 0.000 0.000 SREF ±5.6563 SQ IN (A3105C) MSFC489 NR/GD ES LAUNCH B1SWI4C4AV?+U 0.020 0.000 10.0O0 0.000 ILREF 3.09,0 INCHES (A310SCo M 0a '1 -5.0o 15.000 0.000 BREF 6.C990 INCHESSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH 8194W4C4AVT+U 

(A310TC Li :SFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BI9W14C4.VT+U 0.040 -15.000 251)[0 0.000 XHRF 0.0000
 






ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETA=O, B+U CONFIGURATION
 
.055-





I i t 
L) iz 










S III L 
.010 I- -8 ­
44
-. 005 
111 a 4 6 a to 12 14 is to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 BETA ELVATR AILRON RUCDER 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 (R3104C) HSFC489 NR/OD ES3 
LAUNCH BISWI4C4AVT+U
(A3105C) NSFC489 NR/GD ES U.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN
LAUNCH B19Wl4C4AV7+U 
 0.020 0.000 10.000 0.000 LREF 5.095 INCHES
(A31O6C) 0 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION' 
 0.040 -5.000 15.OG 0 0.000 BREF 
 6.05,0 INCHES











ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETAzO, B+U CONFIGURATION
 
.045 
 It 1I I 
6I8I10 - 14 16 1 8







CSOC I I 0, S LAUNC BIWI4CAI l I 0.020I . I ' I I.ISICACHI,I$C8 RIGD ESI 0.000I 10.0I 0 0.000I LRE INCHES
PAIE 48 
12 I1 I a 6 4 4 6 a I s 2 14 III is to 
.0250.00
 
AI .I2 MI I IC8 RGI1W44V+ES I.0 IRE IIII9^ 00 II NCHES
I LANC I IIII 0.I 1 0.0 30 I 

: I.DAT NO VIL ABL FO AL CIfDI I L .0-9 - 5.00I 15.0IREI II0.0I I I NCHES
 
DAT ALL=~l" I15OU I 0.0
l" Cl OT AVIAL FO CONDP11IT ON 0.4 IMR 250I III III .0N
YHR a""00
 
I 111111~~~~MR I II I!:I III I J0II 0l I NCHES
I 

MAC 0.60 I II I I I I I II II SCAL 0.03I I SCAEI 

I~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~PGII II II II III IIIIII II SCLE 0010SCLI 48 
--------------------------------------------------------
--- --- -- --- --- - --- -- 
--- --- -- --- -- 
- - - - - --- - - - - - - -
------------------------------------------------
-- - - - -- - - - -- - -
------ ------ -- ---
------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------
- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------- ---  
-----
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ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETA=O. B+U CONFIGURATION
 
















y LL---------------------------------- - -
S_ l U1 1 1 
-------U.1 - - ­
-. -- - -- - --
- -- -- ­
-0 1
 
- -10 -8 -6 -4 - 0 2 4 6 O 1 1 6 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA1QSET YBLr_ HCCONFGURATIO DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR A ILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(11 1 M F 4 9
4
CA .... .S... NR/GDNR/GD EE.BBLAUNCHLAUNCH Bi9WI4C4AV +U u . .. 0 .01 0 .oo ...... 0 .0000 .10....................... 15 656 0 GIN...I
.... . 7 . REF 
(A3106C) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS U.020 -5.000 15.000 0.000 BREF 3.0990 INCHES 
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ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETA=O, B+U CONFIGURATION 
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123 -I a 6I- 4I I I2 01 a II1 a IQ 16 to 
C)----------- -------------------------
I II 1I II I I t IPAGE I 5I0 
0 -
ANL OFATCK LH, ERE 
IAA ODTrS 
CA305C NSC48 NRGDSS AUNH 39W4C4V7+ 
MAH 094SCALE"APHG0 
.4 1.002.0 
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ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETA=O, B+U CONFIGURATION
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ID c-- ---------------- -- -------------­zY -- - - - - - -- - - - - - --- - - ­
-. 010 - - - - - - - - - - -I-
- ­
-1 -0 e .. 2 2 4 6 a to1 12 14 1 1' 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL. CN4FIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER 
 REFERENCE INFORMATIONA MSFC409 HR/GD ESS LAUNCH BI9W14C4AV7+U 0.010 .oo 0.000 0.0O SREF 15.6SSO sQ IN
(A310SC) M
NSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7+U 
 0.020 0.000 10.000 0.000 LREF 
 3.050 INCHES
(AS 06c) B SFC48S NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISgIC44AVTtU 
 0.040 -5.OUO 15.000
(AS107C) 0.000 BREF 6.0990 INCHES
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-. 015 1 -- - - - - - - -I - - - - ­
-1 -1o -a -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 1o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CR$104C) Q SFC4S9 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BSWI4C4AVT+U 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.sreu S IN 
CAS1OSC I HSFC489 HR/GO ESS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AVUU 0.020 0.000 10.000 0.000 LREF 3.095a INCHES 
CA3108C) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL. CONDITIONS a 4-U -n.000 15.000 0.000 BREF GIJ990 INCHES 












ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETArO, B+U CONFIGURATION
 








IiI I I I I I I 

u C O I I I I- I I I I 
 I I l I l I
Ld i, I*" "f, I" " " i , , ,

-- - -i -- 4-------------------­
---------ANGLE OF AL,--------­
zmL..0S S B I ION DESCRI PT ION BE TA ELV L R U E R F NC I O M O 
" '*'" "'" " " " "'"ill I,
 
I I I I ~ II II 1 I IIIII 1 1 1 1 





IA0cI S C8 NRG SI.4LA NC I
I BlW4 4 V I II0I
* -5(I 1 00IIIII0.0 BRE 6.099 INCHES
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ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETA=O, B+U CONFIGURATION 
.045 





o 2 -1 -8 -6 -4 - I)1 i 2 1 s 
r -::: 
Z .1005 DAT NO AVIAL FO AL ODTOS;A 500 1.00 
-. 010 : :; 
-- '112 -10 -8 - 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 8 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA ST SYMBL CNFIGURATI4 DESCRIPTIO BETA ELVATR AILRON 
CR3104C) MSFC48S NR/GD ESB LAUNCH BISWI4C4AV7 U 0.010 0.OO0 0.000 
(A3105C) LA SFC489 HR/GD LBS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AVT+U 0.020 0.000 10.000 
(ASIO6C) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0OO -5.000 15.000 









BE .9o ICE 
ZMO F :a '0 INCHE 
12 14 16 18 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
DREF 15.6580 SQ IN 
s-REF £.09:O INCHES 
SlBEF 6.0990 INCHE&A 
XNRP 0.0000 
YHRP 0.0000 
ZMBF 0.0000 INCHES 
0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 54 ' 
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-. 8	 ---IS ­
-==Z ­
- 6 -a4 -2 
 2 4 6 
 a II 12 14 16 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL 	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 BETA ELVATR 	 AILRON RUDDER
(R3104C) 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
MSFC4S9 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH S19WI4C4AVTfU 
 0.010 0.000
(RSIOOC) 	 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
CA3109C) 
.	 
0.050 0.000 0.000 10.000 LREF 3.09j0DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 	 INCHES
0.050 0.000 
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-12 -10 -8 -6 -4 - 0 2 4 6 8 to 12 14 16 to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CR3104 Q SFC489 NR/OD ES LAUNCH B19Wi4C4AVT+U 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.656C SO INCR31OC) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.050 0.000 0.000 o000 LFEF 3.095U INCHES. 




















































 4 6 
 a 10 12 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
TA SET sYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION CA3104C; MNSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AVT+U 

3108C) 0.010 0.000 0.0o 0.000 SREF 15.6560 So IN (R
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COFDITIONS 

3109C) 0.050 0.000 0.000 10.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES CR:
CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
 0.050 0.000 10.000 10.00 BREF 























-. 4 ILI 
-. 4 
-'12 -10 -a -e - 4 2 0 2 4 6 6 10 12 14 16 IS 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIOt BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CR3104C) 0 HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BIW14C4AV7+U 0.010 D.00 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN
CR3100C) A 4SFC48S HR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AVT+U 0.050 0.000 0.000 10.000 LREF Z.0940 INCHES 




ZHRP 0.0000 INCHES .
 
MACH 1.200 SCALE 0.00511 SCALE
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-2 0 2 
 4 6 8 
 10 12 14 
 16 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
CR a 
 HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AVT+U 
 0.010 D.000 0.000
R3108c) " 0.00 SREF 15.65'J SQ IN
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS 
 0.050 0.000
(%3109C) Q 0.000 10.aOD LREF 3.0950 INCHESDATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
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-IF -to -a -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 





HSFC489 NR/GO ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7+U 
MSFC4SS NR/GD ES, LAUNCH SISW14C4AVT+U 


























ZMRP 0.0000 INCHE 





























 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET-SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 BETA ELVATR AILRON 
 RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CR3104C)(R3O)
IR310Cl NSFC489 NR/GD E35 LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7+U 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000. SREF 15.6561 30 INDATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.050 0.000 
 0.000 10.000 LREF 3.090 INCHES




























12 -la a-8 6 - 4 a 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 
. ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATpA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
R3104C) MSFC489 NR/GD EBB LAUNCH Bl9Wl4C4AV7+U a a 10 0000 a Dun 000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN
 0C)7 
(A3109C) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.050 0.000 10.000 10.000 BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XMRP 0.0000 






































12 - ­ - - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CR3104C1 Q MSFC489 NR/GD ESS 
BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7+U 
 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREFIR5108c) I- DATA NOT 	AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15.6560 5 IN 
CA3$O9C) DATA NOT 	AVAILABLE FOR 0.050 0.001 0.000 10.000 LREF 3.050 INCHESALL CONDITIONS 
 0.050 0.000 	 10.000 10.000 BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XMRF 0.0000 
YHRF 0 .00 
ZNRp 000 INCHES 
MACH 0.900 	 SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
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-12 -1-4 -o~ -O 2 6 0 1 1 14 16+ 1
 
ANGE F ATAK..LPA,.EGEE
DAIO D SC AET SY B~. ON IG RA E VA DE R FE E IFRAI OIPI N ET R ILONRU N
CR3tO IF A 9 H / D E S L U C I W4 A V + . 1 . 0 PAGE.,640 0 156: NCE.05 . . SRE .00 Q I CR5LAOSLE) FORL ALD TACO DI ION 0. 00 0.0 0 0.0 0 RE S.OjOlI CHEOT AVA 0 05 

CAS OS ) D TA NOT AVON IT CS 
IL BL F R A L 






DATAC HNB 0.IUA994 $RPI BT LAR AIRN RB R RFRNE NOMTO
 
{R314¢) HF¢48BIW14CAVTU ,OO E4





ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETA=O, B+U CONFIGURATION 













-I -0 - -6a - 4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 16 is141
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA(2QCsET SYMBOLt CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, 30C SFC489 NR/0D ESS LAUNICH 1319Wl4C4AVT+U 0.010 0.00C 

, R3106C, 0 	 O.0O0 0.000 SREF, 15.656C SQ INSFC489 NR/GD ES$ LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7+U a.050 0.000 O.O 0.000CA3109€) 	 O LREF 3.09 0 INCHESSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AVT+
U 0.050 0.006 in.000 tO.000 	 BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
X.RP 0.0500 
YHRP oao00 
CACH 12D0 	 ZARO I0A00 . INCHES SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE G5 
RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETA=O, B+U CONFIGURATION
 
.21 , , -t 
19 
.18: : " ' 
I.i *14 i 
LLz : 












12 -10 - 6 -4 -2 2 4 6 8 t0 12 14 16 to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CR51040C; MSFC489 HR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISW14C4AVT.U 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN 
IRSID C)(ASIQOC) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.050 0.050 0.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 i0.000 10.000 EREF BREF 5.095a 6.0990 INCHES INCHES 
ZHR. 0.0000 INCHES
 




- - - - - -
- - - - - -
-
--































I t ] 
12 -10 - 6 

- 2 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 1 i8
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SyHBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION BErA ELVATR AILRON RUDDERIR5104C 0 REFERENCE INFORMATIONNSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV+U 

CR3108C) NSFC489 NR/GD ESS 0.010 G.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 s5 INLAUNCH BI9WI4C4AV7+U 
 0.050 0.000 0.000 i0.000CA3109SC LREF 3.095n INCHESNSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BI9W14C4AVU 




ZHRP 0.000 INCHES 
MACH 2.990 SCALE 0.0031 SCAL: 
: PAGE 67 




































.01 12 -10 -a -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CR3104C) 
(R310SC) L 
MNSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19Wi4C4AV?.U 















(A3109C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITICNS 0.050 0.000 10.000 10.000 BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XNRP o.o0oo 
YMRP 0.0000 
ZNRF O.0000 INCHES 








RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETA=Oi B+U CONFIGURATION
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RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETA=O, B+U CONFIGURATION
 
0.0 
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-12 -to -a - - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 t8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(R3104C) 0 HSFC489 HR/GD ESS LAUNCH SI9WI4C4AVT+U 0.010 0.000 a.000 0.000 SREF ±5°e5e SQ IN 
(RS±SC) A HSFC489 HR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AVT+U 0.050 0.000 0.000 10.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES 
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RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETA=O, BiU CONFIGURATION
 



















-4 -2. 4 0= 6 111o 12 14 16 la 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYBOL COFGURATIONDESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORATION(Rt3104C) N SFC489 NR/GD ESS LAU14CH 819Wl4C4AVT 0.010 0.OOO
U 0.01H) 0.000 SREF 15.656) se IN(R310 6,; "ATA OT AVAILABLE FORALL O NIDITIOS 0.050 O.Goo 0 .000 10 000A3109c ) ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COD ITI ovS LEF 4.09 0 INCHES 0 .050 U°000 t . 090 10.000 BREF .
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-12 -10 8 -6 - -4 -2 0 4 6 8 10 12 14 6 8 
ANGLE 0F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
OATA S T SYNBOLCR3IOACJ CONFIGURATION 
DESCRIPTION 










OREF 15.656050S IN 
(R3IOBC) 
(A3$oSCJ 
LA -. 0-----------------CHESDATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
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SYBO CNUAI ONDECRPTO 
SYBC C3IGRA0a ESRITItM SFC4O9 HR/GD ES LAUNCH 919W14C4AV7 UI NSFC4SS NR/G0 LBS LAUNCH ISIWI4C4AVTtU 

















SREF 15.0560 SQ IN 
LREF 3.095a INCHESBREF 0.0990 INCHES 
XRP a0 1000 
ZMRF 0 .0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
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RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETAzO, B+U CONFIGURATION
 





























-1Z-l -2u ­ 6 -4 -2 O 2 4 6 a IQ 12 14 la is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHS, DEGREES
 
DATASETSYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTPON
R50C SFC489 NR/00 ES5 LAUNCH 819Wl4C4AVT BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER0.010 6.000 O.0O0 0.000 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 9 NR/GD ESS LAUNH S1SW 4C4AV7 0.050 9.uOO 0.00 1.000 LREF 

U SREF 15.65"0 SQ in(R3 08C} M FC4 

CAS109C) U 3.09 13 INCHES
HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV' U 
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RUDDER AND'ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH. BETAO, B+U CONFIGURATION
 
I f 




















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONl BETA ELVAIR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 











CASIO9C 1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION 0.50 0.000 1D.000 10.000 BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
)(HRP 0.01,00 
Y-RP 0.0300 
ZHRo 0.0030 INCHES 
MACH 4.959 SCALE 0.L0H1 SCALE 
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< . 351 -- -- -6 -- -2 0 
 6 - - - 101-4
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON
(R3IO4C) MSFC489 NR/0D £53 RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATIONLAUNCH BISWI4C4AV7+U(RS±08C; DATA 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS SREF 15.6560 "SQ IN(A3109C) 0 0.050 0.000 0.000 10.000 LREF 5.09:3DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS INCHES0.050 
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12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 Ile 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 





MSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV?+U 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
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-. 03-12 -10 -a -6 4 2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14. 16 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL, CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CR31Q4C) Q SFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7tU 
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- 3 -10 - - -4 -2 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 18
16 

ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
BATA SET SYF4BOL CONFIOURATIOI OESCRIPTION BETA ELVAIR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
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O .005 --­z -4
 
- .000uz 








-in ­ - -124 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1 
.ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RS104C) MFC489 NR/GD E$ LAUNCH B19Wi4C4AV7U U.010 0.00a 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.656D 
 SQ IN
 
IR108C) HSFC489 MR/GD E5 LAUNCH 819WI4C4AVT+U 0.050 O.D00 0.000 10.O00 LREF 3.O95 
 INCHES,
(A3109CJ M
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-12 -10 - -o 4 - 0 2 4 61 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
.034°50SAE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 0.01 CLBETA ELVATR AIIRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATIONCR3104C) H$FC489 HR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7,U 11.011) 0.000 0.000 

, NOT 
 0.000 SREF 13.6560 50 INcRIQC, DATA AVAILABLE FOa ALL CONDITIONS 0.050 0.000 0.000 10.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES3SIOSCO 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.050 0.000 10.-000 10.000 BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XHRP 0.000 
ZNRP 0.0000 INCHtES 
MACH 495 
 SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
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.04 l IIIIIIIf	 1! 
.04D 	 [i I--- : 
.035 
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-. 015 
-12 -10 -8 -e -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1e 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(R3104C) NSFC489 MR/GD ESS LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AV?+U 0.010 0.000 O.CO 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN
 
CR3108C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.050 0.000 0.000 10.000 LREF 3.09;0 INCHES
 
















































Z -. 005 oJ ] 
Ii .----------- --------------------- I 
o - - 11411 
1 2 -10 a 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 1 l e 1 4 I s - i s 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATIONATA SET SYBOL C NCFIGURATIN DESCRIPTION BETA 
I" 104C) Q MSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH 8IW14C4AV7+U 0.010 0.001 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.65f0 SQ IN 
(R310C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.050 0.000 0.000 10.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES 
(Asia C DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0 50 .000 10.000 10.000 BREF 6.J990 INCHES 
XMRP 0.0000 
YHRF .00 00 
ZNRF 0.000 INCHES 
MACH 0.900 SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 91 



















-a -1 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 4 6 a 1 10 12 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DE$CRIFTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
:3.104C; MHSFC469 NR/GD EBB LAUNCH B19Wl4C4AV7+U 0.010 9.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN (R3I0o ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.050 0.000 0.000 10.000 LREF 3.01-0 INCHES 




ZHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
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.0005- -- 6 -4 -2
o 1 -- ------- --- -- . . :-:-I .. 
12 a - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a l 12 14 16 s8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(R3104CI MSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH 19W14C4AV7+U O.0o1 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 soIN
 
IcR30Oc . NSFC489 NR/GD EBSS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AVT+U 0.050 0.000 0.000 10.000 LREF 3.095C INCHES
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.04 I I f I IIt lI I III I I I I I I I 
4 - - - - - - -.. -- - - - - --- -­
"I ""--- ------- ------­
.035 




oL .012 ofIA ' '---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.I-- I I -­
m 
+--"I ---I-
ANGL O:F ATAK ALHA DERE
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CR5O4C) C MSFc4S IR/GDLAUNCH 0.0i0 0.000 0.0 0.000 15.ISSO SG INEB IIWI4C4AV7iU I IREF 
(R5BIOOCJ S HSC4S MR/GODEBB LAUNCH 819W14C4AV7+U 0.050 0.000 0.000 10.000 LREF 3.0O-3O INCHES (ASS09C)Q MSFC4O9 MR/GO EBB LAUNCH S1SWI4C4AYT4-U 0.050 0.00B 10.000 10.000 BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XNRP 0.BUDD 
YHRP 0.0000 
ZMRP 0.0000 INCHES 




RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INPITCH, BETA=O, B+U CONFIGURATION
 
.04 ! 1 I I I I I I f I I 1 1 I III i 
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F, 
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-12 -to -a - 6 -4 - 2 a 2 4 6 0 10 12 14 16 to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK , ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CR104C) 0 MSFC489 NR/GD £55 LAUNCH BISWI4C4AVZ+U 0.010 0.v00 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.656V~ so IN 
=1IOC)/ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.050 0.000 0.000 20.000 LREF Z.Ost'j INCHES 




4.5 SAH 0.0031 
PACE 96 




























- 0 8-e - ­ 68101 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOI. CONFXGURATICJ DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVAIR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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-.912 -±0 - 8 -6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 
 6., 8 10 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR 
 AILRON RUDDER REFERENCL INFORMATION
 
(C31108) M HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AV?+U 0.040 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.656C S IN
 
S3ttB) A HFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH 119W14C4AV7 U 0.130 0.000 10.0o 0,000 LREF 3.095a INCHES 
(83112B) 0 HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19WI4C4AVT-,U ,.li -5.000 15.000 0.000 BREF 6.0090 INCHES
 


























 SIES IPAGEBT- ERE
 
Li. .130 it.1.000 ' NCE
 
.130 
-0 -- c - 4 "-* 0 a 4 6 8 1 13
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES.DATA MT-SYMBOl. ONftpGrATlcONE CR¢ZITON ALPHA LVATR AILON 
 UDDR RFER£CE NFORHATON
(C hIODI 0 NEPCAOO Nfl/GD £88 LAUNCH MIgWIAC4AVT+U 0.040 0.000 0.000 0.000 SR£ 15.OSC' SQ N(831118) a ISFC48 NA/GD £O LAUNCH 019WI4C4AV74U 0.130HD~ 0.000
B SPC4fl NA/GO ISA LAUNCH BIBWI4CAAVY+U ,000 10.:000 LRF0,130 -5.000 18.000 0.000 £.0g o INCHESBREF 5.('99 INCHPS
 
.48r~l NA/GD EBB LAUNCH B19W14C4'.u






































-512 -10 -a -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CC31108) MSFC4S9 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH 819W±4C4AV7+U 0.040 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.65rG SQ IN(631116) MSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19WI4C4AVTtU a.130 0.000 10.000 .00 LREF 3.0950 INCHES(f31128) 0 MSFC489 NR/GO ESS LAUNCH 819W14C4AV7+LU O.4 -5,000 15.00 0.000 BREF 6.0990 INCHES 











ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INYAW. ALPHA=O. B+U CONFIGURATION 
ti I i 





12.0-ACH L l 2 S 
-Z.- 1. 12 -1iC - - zI -4-- 246a ,,,-0 101 I 
C 
E 
CA TA SEYBL CNjUAIQDSRPINAPA EVT I N RDE EEEC NOMTO 
zR 0I00 INCHES 
-±2 -to -8e -s - 4 - 2 o 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYHBGI CCHFUURATION DESCRIPTI n ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORNATIOI 
(C31106)(031±10) 
(831128) 
0HSFC4SS NR/GD ESS LAU~'CH BISWI4C4AVTtU 
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ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INYAW, ALPHAZO, 8U CONFIGURATION
 
1 1 1 fI III II 







-2.5 -- -- - - - - - -
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(C31103) MSFC489 NR/0D £58 LAUNJCH B19w14C4AVT.u 0.040 0.090 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.656) SQ IN
 
CS118 MSFC489 NR/GD £55 LAUNCH BISWI4C4AV?+U 0.130 0.000 ±0.000 0.000 LREF £.09b03 INCHES 





























O - 4 2 4 - .0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMOOL COFIGURATICIDATA SET . DESCkIPTICIN ALPHA ELVATR AILRON" RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Ie C318 SFC489 NR/OD ESS LAU4CH BIW14C4AVT+ 0.040 .000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SIR IN183111B) 41 SFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19Wl4C4AVT U U 0.13G 0.009 10.000 0.000 LREF 3.aszo INCHESC03112B) $ NSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH 019Wl4C4AVT*U ,3 -50 5,0




















I- -. 15 
-. 25 . 10 






DATA SET SYMBOL 
(C31108) 





-10 -5 - 6 - 4 -2Z 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
C0NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALfHA ELVATR AILRON 
SHsFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AV7+U 0.040 0.000 0.000 
SFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AVT+U 0.150 0.000 10.000 
SFC489 NR/GD £S LAUNCH BI1W4C4AVT+U 0.130 -5.000 15.000 








8 10 It 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.65F0 SQ IN 
LREF 3.0$$0 INCHES -
SREF 6.1990 INCHES', 
XMRP 0.0000 
YHRP 0.0000 
ZMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 104 
















-.3-°-i ° 	 l-­1z) -toI a ,4 	 al 42 
cL:: 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBO0L CONFIGURATION~ DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION(C31±0S) MSFC4SS NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BSI4C4AVTU 0.040 0.000
0.000 0.000 SREF 15.056n1 SQ IN







 SCALE 0.0031 SCALE
 
PAGE 105 














-±z -10 -a -0 4 -a0 a 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON 
I C311OB C HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AV7+U 0.040 0.000 0.000 
18311s HSFC409 HR/GD ES LAUNCH BIWL4C4AVTtU 0.130 0.000 10.000 (9311) HSFC489 HR/GD 55 LAUNCH 819W14C4AV74U 0.130 -5.000 15.000 








0 10 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.65 0 SO IN 
LREF 3.0.50 INCHES 
BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 
YNRF 0.0000 
ZHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 101 



















L- -. 005 
-j -. 010-----­




12 -10 8 -6 -4 
 -2 0 	 42 	 68 10 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SyMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVAIR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
IC31101) 
 HSFC489 NR/OD ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7*U 0.040 0.000 0.000 0.000
(131118) 	 OREF 15.6O60 SQ IN
MSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19W4C4AVI+U 0.130 
(831121) 
 0.000 10.000 0.000 LREF 3.L.950 INCHES
HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISW14C4AVr+U 
 0.130 -5.000 15.000 0.000 BREF 
 6.990 INCHES
(83123s) [J HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19WI4C4AVT+U s.1a -S.000 25.000 
 0.000 XHRP 0.0000
 
-	 YNRP 0.0000 
ZMRF 0.0000 INCHESMACH 1.195 

























- 00-12 -10 a 6 -4 2 0 2 4 6 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION (C3110 ) M
HSFC409 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AVT+U 0.040 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.65c0 SG IN
(03111D) L HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISwI4C4AV7 U 0.130 0.000 10.000 
 0.000 LREF 5.0950 INCHES
(831128) M
SFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH 819WI4C4AVT+U 0.130 -5.000 15.000 0.000 
 BREF 6.0990 INCHES"
(83113) LI MSFC489 NR/GD E£$ LAUNCH B19WI44AVZ*U 00o0 -15.000 25.000 0.000 XNRP 0.0000 
YHRP a.0000 
ZNRP 0:0000 INCHES 
MACH 2.990 SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 108 
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INYAW, ALPHA=O, B IGURATION
 
-L---
- -- - -- If- -- IF - 1 11111 
_ 
ILIcI .51I
< 7- Mi I I 	 :1:: 
I[ 
C-),J I- A 1 
rr 
j i 
f i l 1 1 
<o oh	 - - -- - - - - - ­
2 
-- 3-----------------------------­
-12 -10 - -6 - 4 
 - 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLI ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNBOL C0FGURATI4 DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 (01108) Q 4SFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISW14C4AV7 U 
 0.040 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.65Co SQ IN'(031118) IA HSFC489 NR/GD EB5 LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7, 0.130 0.000 10.000 0.000 	 LREF 3.o50 INCHES




ZMRP 0.0000 INCHES 




- - - - - - -


















-1 -10 - 8 -6 - 4 -2 2 4 8 10 1
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SyNSOL CCFIGURATI* OESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C3i10S) 0 MSFC4BS HR/GD ESS LAUNCH 819W±4C4AVT+U 0.040 0.000 0.000 0.000 SHEF 15.6560 50 IN 
WaI11S) MSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AVT+U 0.150 0.000 10.000 0.000 L EF 3.O9bO INCHES•0B12BHSFC489 HR/GO ESS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AVTt, 0.130 -5.000 15.000 0.000 BREF 6.0990 INCHES. 









- - - - - - - - -
- --- - - -
--
- - - - - -
















-' 2- 10 - - 4 
 - 02 4 S8 le1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRONI C3104B) Q RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATIONMSFC489 NR/GV EBB LAUNCH B19Wl4C4AV7 U 
-6.430 0.0OO O.0O015311158 ) tj SFC469 NR/GD SSS LAUNCH BlSW14C4AV + 0.000 SREF 1550 N U G H O D I . D . O R F5 164. 50 $QIN HE
(031060) MSFC489 HR/GD EBB LAUNCH BIgki4C4A 7 U 

-6.450 -51000 15oOclaN3OB 0,000 BREF 6.0990
107 SFC489 NR/GD EBB LAUNCH 819Wl4C44VT U INCHES































-21r -10 -8 -6 
-4 -2 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON 
(C3104M) 0 HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH Bi9W14C4AVT+U 
-6.430 0.00 0.000 (B3105:) SFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B±9W14C4AV?+U 
-6.440 0.000 10.0O0 
(83106B) NSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BLgW14C4AVTPU 
-6.450 -5.Go0 15.000 










SREF 15.656C SO IN 
LREF 3.096b INCHES 
BREF 6.0390 INCHES 
XNRP 0.0000 
YMRP 0.0000 
ZNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 031 SCkLE 
PAGE 112 






















































 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALFHA ELVATR AILRON 
 RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 (C31040) 
 HSFC489 NR/OD ES5 LAUNCH BISWI4C4AVZ.U 
-6.430 0.000 
 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.650 SQ IN
C831058 L HSFC489 NR/GD SS LAUNCH $19W14C4AV7+U 
-6.440 0.000 10.000 0.000 LREF 3.0-50 INCHES(0310.) SFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AVTrU 
-6.450 -5.000 15.000 0.000 6.0990
BREF INCHES

".I ...-I MSFC49 HR/GO ES LAUNCH 819W14C4AV7 U 
-6.470 -1.UOD ZS.000 0.000 XNRP 0.0000 
YMRP 0.0000 




































-10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON 
N5FC409 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AVT+U -6.430 0.000 0.000 
*SFC489 NR/CD ESS LAUNCH BISW14C4AVT U -6.440 0.000 10.000 
HSFC489 NR/GOD ESS LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AVT+U -6.450 -5.000 15.000 








a to te 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ IN 
LREF 2.D9.0 INCHES 
BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XHRF 0.0000 
YMRP 0.0000 
ZNRP 0.0000 INCHES 






ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INYAW, ALPHA=-6, B+U CONFIGURATION
 
I tt I 






-8 - 4 1 0_ -6 2- ­
0
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SEBTSYBOL COFIGURATIONDESCRITION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
"3081 MFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH 819Wl4C4AV7 U -6.430 0.0DB 0.0O0 0.000 BREF 15.6560 se INcoal ...) FC4:9 NR/ 00 ESS LAUNCH BIBW 4 4AVT U -6.44 0 . 000 1. 0D . 000 LEEF 3.0 $!0 INCHES(83 06 ) SFC4 9 NR/GD ESS LA UNCH BI W 4 C4A V 7U -6 .4 5 a -5 000 1 5 . 0 C D nBOoGoi s I C E
(53107B3 NSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISW14C4AVT+ 0 INCHES U -6.470 -15.000 25.900 O.DO.G0O BEXMRP 0.00060f99 
MACH 1.197 














2 f -10 -8 - - 2, 68t 
IL-I. -I N C 
z II 
±.o1 10S RG S ANHB9lCATU-.3 .0 .O RF 1.50 ISC8IN
.0 S 

J i l l O t:IE
 
IIASTSYBLCI GUAINDSRPINAPA EVT IRN RDE EEEC NOMTO
 
M-1H -1 990 -C-4E20201 SC0 L1 
-MRe0.00 INHE
 





















o -. 05 
-J (F-= 




SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SfT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
ICC3104B3 M SFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH Bi9Wi4C4AV7+U 
-6.430 0.000
(031050) MASFC4S9 NR/GD 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.65e0 50 IN65$ LAUNCH 019W14C4AV7.U 
-6.440 0.000 10.000 0.000 LREF 3.0S30 INCHES(820S HSFC4J9 NR/GD 66$ LAUNCH SISWI4C4AVT+U 
-4.450 -5.000 15.000 0.00051070) HjSFC409 NR/GD 655 LAUNCH S19W14C4AV7+U GREF S.3990 INCHES6.470 -15.000 25.000 0.000 XHRP 0.0000 
YNRP 0.0000 
ZNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
MAH 117SCALE 0.0DM1 SCALE 
PAGE 117 













O -. 052 
-. 25i -0a 41 
, 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BET-A. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL. CCNFIGURATICt4 CESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVAIR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(C31040) 
CDSOSB058 1 
NSF5C489 HR/GO ESS LAUNCH OISWI4C4AV7+U 
















(3 1070) U 
NSFCAOS HR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AV~iU 















ZHRP 0.0000 INCHES 




- - - - - - -










.1 - - - - - ----
-

-15- - - - - -­
-. 20 
M" -- - - - ­
---5 - - - - ­




- - - - - - - -1
 
DATA SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREESSQ4ETSYNSOL[ HSC4ONCFIGURATIONEsDESCRIPTIONLUC ALPHA ELVATR A ILRON RUDDER REFERENcE INHFORNA TION(S000 HSCS RGESLANH019W14C4AV?+u 
-6.430 0.000(83:oss) 0.000 0.000LX MSFC4SS HR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISW14C4AV7 U 
-6.440 SREF 15.6560 SQ INIS3l06B)[ MSFC4SS NR/GD 0.000 10.000 0.000 LREF
ESS LAUNCH BISICAC4AV',U 3.DaICE

-6.450 -5.000 15.000 0.00 BREF
C931070) U 006.0990INCHES
43c489 HR/GO ESS LAUNCH 819W14C4AV7,U 

- T0 -15.000 25.000 0.000 
 XHRF 0.U00 









12 -10 -a -6 4 -E 2 4 6 IS to1 1; 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNSXL COF1GURAT10N DESCUIFTICN ALFHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C5104s) MSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AVZ+U -6.430 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 so IN 
.... 58 LA MSFC489 MR/GO E53 LAUNCH 019W14C4AV7+U -6.440 0.000 10.000 0.000 ISEF Z.O9C0a INCHE S (8166 SFC409 NR/OD £33 LAUNCH BI9WIAC4AV7+U -6.450 -5.000 15.000 0.000 BREF 6.11990 INCHES4 
1..s.7s) MISFC489 NR/&D £55 LAUNCH 619W14C4AV~TU 
-6.470 -15.000 25.000 0.000 XNRP 0.0000 






ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INYAW, ALPHA=-6, B+U CONFIGURATION
 








z .. 25 
L ] .015 

























-2 20 4 S 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNBOD. CONFIGURATION DESCRIWTICN 
 ALPHA CLVATR AILRON RUDDER 
 REFERENCE INFORHATION
(C31048) 
 1SFC489 NR/GD ESS LAJNCH 819W14C4AV7+U 
-6.430 0.000 0.900
(631058) 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN
4HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7+U 

-6.440 0.000 10.000
(B310 8) 0.000 LREF 3.Oi50 INCHES





NSFC489 NR/GD ES LAUNCH S19WI4C4AVT+U 
-o.4TO 











ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INYAW, ALPHA=-6o B+U CONFIGURATION

























SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA S3ET SYMBOL CON:FIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I C31045) HFC489 NRIGO ESS LAUNCH 81gWl4C4AVTU -6.430 0.000 O.000 U.0001 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN 
(IS:) H:FC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH 819W14C4AVT-U -6.440 0.009 10.000 0.000 LREF 3.09 15 INCHES" 
(53106B8; MSFC469 NR/GO ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV-- U -6.450 -5.000 15.000 O.OaO BREF 6.11990 1 NcHiis 












ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INYAW, ALPHA=-6, CO IGURATION
 
.8 















--- - I 
-=0- ­ -4 2 4 6 s sS IDE >IFANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA 0SET SYBOLt_ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALHA ELVATR AILRON RUDER REFERENCE IFORATION 
MSFC4.89 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH 819W1401AV7. -6.430 0.o0o 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 so in(319) .F.. . N"/G0 C3 LAUNCH BISW14c4AT 
-. 440 0.OO0 10.000 0.1300 LREF .00 INCHES
O
is1G SFC48 9 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH 19W 4C4AVT+I 
-6.450 -5.000 15.000 0 0 0 
 B E . 9 0 I C E
 (B107B) SFC489 R/GD SS LAUNCH B1W14C4VT+U 
- 5.000 R-6 470 5.UDG 0. 00 REF 990.0000 
YMRP a 0000 
ZMRF 0:0000 INCHES 
MACH 1.197 SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 123 






.2 - - - - -I 
LLI 




I- ,2 ... 
I- t
 
SIDE SLI AN LE BETA DEG EE
 




.2 I I I I 
I ZNR I0 INCE 
MAC i .9 SCL'.01 SCL< I I
 
-. I 
-a -1±0 -8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 " 2 4 6 8 10 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONrIGURATIcON DESCRIP=TION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1C31{]430) MSFC48S HR/GD ESS LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AVTU -6.430 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SO IN
 
(031058) Z NSFC4OS NR/OD ESS LAUNCH 819W±4C4AV7 U -6.440 0.00U 10.000 0.000 LREF 3.09 0 INCHES
 
(85±060) 0. MSFC409 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV4T+ -6.450} -5.000 15.000 0.000 BREF 6.0990 INCHES' 


























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SEBTSYNBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON 
(C24) MSFC49 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19Wl4C4AV7U 
-6.430 0.0O0 0.090 
103108B) NSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B1DWl4C4AV7+U 







SREF 15.550 so IN 
LREF 3.0 "a INCHES 
SREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XHEP 
':....0y RF -. On . 
ZMRP D.9000 INCHES 
SCALE 6.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 125 











-_ .2 : 














SIESI NL, EA ERE 
g1 
zAA.£ YBL C¢FGRT[N SRPINAPA EVT IRN RDE EEEC HOHTO 
-.314B M HFC8 Z RG S ANH 19 4CAV+-64U 000 000 oO0 ZMRP$ F a:' '15 56 INCHEN 
P- 126 
' 



































-1o - -6 
- -2 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREESDATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRONIN31043) 0 MSFC489 NR/GD E5 LAUNCH 8iSWt4C4AV?+U 
-6.430 U.D0 0.000(BI3OgSB) Z-1 MSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AVTU 
-6.44C U.000 0.000510a) 0 MSFC409 NR/GD E35 LAUNCH 819W14C4AXV7+U 









SREF 15.6560 SQ IN 
LREF 3.0 0 INCHES 
BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XMRP 0.0000 
XNRF 6:...0ZNRP 0.000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 127 












































-1112 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 001 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(C31048) 0 $SFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISWX4C4AV7+U -6.430 0.000 9.000 0.000 SREF 15.6563 so IN
 
(B3108&)a NSFC489 MR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AVT+U -6.440 O.000 0.000 10.004 LREF 3.0SS0 INCHES
 





















I ~j o. I 
-0-*5IL 
Li - - - -I 
zL -0..oI5CI 
z-. 4SI I I I 
-0-a--------------- 10 -
SID SLPAGE EA ERE
 
DATA SEB GURA TIO ESCRI PTION3T SYMBOL CO'NF DE ALPHA ELVATR A ILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IC81M10 FC489 NR/GD E S5 LAUNCH Bi W 4C4AV 7 U -6.4 30 . 000 . 000 
 0].0D REF 15.6530 s e IN
 (, D 0 ... .... 9 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19 W4C4AV7+U -6 440 . 000 U -000 10 000 LR F 3 C -5° INCHES
f3109) > 







MACH 1.197 SCALE 0.003t SCALE
 
PAGE 129 
RUDDER AND ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS INYAW, ALPHAr-6, B+U CONFIGURATION
 


















.--- ­ go I N HE
 






















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
COFIGURATON DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR ALRON 
SFC439 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AVT U -6.430 0.000 0.000SFC489 R/GD ESS LAUNCH BISW4C4AV + U -6.440 .00 0.00SFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH ISW4C4AV+U 






SREF 15.6560 So IN 
LREK 5oC50 INCHES 









































-. 40 	 4 
- .- 5 
.2 -ja -8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET 3YMB0OL COIFXGURATIc*I DSCRIPTII ALPHA ELVUTR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C310452 145SFC489 HR/GO Ess LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AVT+U -6.430 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.656l SQ IN 












- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -













,._ -.,.u-5F - - ." 
- H--0 
-S
I l l Jill .. - -2 0 4 8 
 10 1
 
-to - 4 a 4 
F
CB3109B)I NSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH 11191,14C4AeVT U 

























-312s -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 10t 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIN- ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C31048) Q HSFC489 NR/OD ES LAUNCH SI9WI4C4AV7+U 
-6.430 0.D00 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN(83108B) - NSFC489 NR/GD E5 LAUNCH I9WIAC4AVI+U 
-6.440 0.000 0.000 10.000 LREF 3.09if INCHES(931095) NSFCAS9 NR/O0 E0 LAUNCH BI9W14C4AVT+U 
-6.440 0.000 10.000 10.000 BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XHRF a.UO00 
YIRP 0.0000 
ZHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
MACH 2.990 SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 134
 



























-1a -10 -a -6 -4 - 20 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNBCL. COCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION (C31048) 0 MSFC489 NR/OD ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7+U 
-6.450 0.000 0.000 0.00 SREF 15.656C SQ IN(831088) L. NSFC489 HR/GO ESS LAUNCH 319WI4C4AV7+U 
-6.440 0.000 0.000 10.000 LREF 3.09-U INCHES(B3S09B) NSFC489 NR/GD £SS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV?+U 
-6.440 0.000 10.000 10.000 BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XMRP 0.0000 
YHRP 0.000 
ZHRP 0.00 0 INCHES 
























SIESI NL, EA ERE
 
-.005-­














-'21 -to -8 - - 2 2 6 10
- 6 4 0 4 8 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIC4 DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C3t04B} C) NSFC489 HR/GO ESS LAUNCH BISW±4C4AV7+U -6.430 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6500 SQ IN
 
COSIOSBS' HSFC409 HR/GD ES LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7+U -6.440 0.000 0.000 10.000 LREF 3.09C'i INCHES
























SIDE SLIPANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALFHA ELVATA AILRON0 MSFC4SS HR/GD ESS LAUNCH DI9WIAC4AVl.U 
-6.430) 0.000 0.000 
f MSFC4OS NR/GO ESS, LAUNCH SIOWI4C4AVTfU -0.440 U.000 0.000 
MS4FC409 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH 819W14C4AV7+U 







SREF 15.6560 32 IN 
LREF 5.0 &Q INCHES 
BREF 8.0990 INCHES 
XHRP 0.0000 
YHRP a.00 
ZMRP .00 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 137 
--











SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESC6IPTION ALPHA ELVAIR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C31048) Q fl6FC489 NR/OD ESE LAUN4CH S1SWl4C4AVTU -6.450 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6569 so IN 
,:31085; LI 8SFC489 MR GD ESS LAUNCH Bt9WI4C4AV7tU -6,440 0.000 0.000 10.000 LREF 3.0900 INCHES (310098) ~ SFC48 HR/GD ESE LAUNCH 819W14C4AV?+J -6.440 0.000 10.000 10.000 BREF 6.c990 INCHES 
XNRP 0.0000 
YNRP 0.0g0 
ZNRF 0.0000 INCHES 






























- -22 0 2 4 
 6 8 to 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMUL CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER
(C310483 Q NSFC489 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIONNR/0D ESS LAUNCH BI9W14C4AVT+U 

-6.430 0.000 0.000(631158) a 	 0.000 SREF 15.656, $Q INSFC469 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISW14C4AVT+U2 

-6.490 0.000
(63119) 	 U.000 0,000 LREF 3.09a INCHES
HSFC489 NR/0D ESS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AV7.U3 

-6.48E 0.000 0.000 


























-4 -2a atol -­
-14 G 
z 
DAT SE YBL CNIUAINDSRPINAPA tVT I N RDE EEEC NOM TION 
IC30t--C8 RG ESLUC 1W44V+U-.3 .o .0 .GO SE 566 OI 
ZNRF 0:0' I -­
-- °9 
.- az -1 8 - 4 - 0246 01 
SIDESLIPANGL.
BEA. DGREE 
DATASETSYN8L CWIGRATIn APHA tLVAR ALRO RUDER EFEENCE INFRMA IOSCRPT~c4 

-NF .000 INCt 





















-1 -2 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 la 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CC31045) N HSFC4S9 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH 8IWI4C4AVT.U -6.430 0.000 0.000 0.131 SREF 15.65 3 SQ IN 
c .31150o HSFC489 HR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISWl4C4AV74UZ -6.490 0.000 0.00Q 0.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES 










BOOSTER WITH 3 PAYLOAD CONFIGURATION COMPARISONS INSIDESLIP
 

















- -.- -a - -- 4 - -4 -12-
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CC310451 MSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH :l19W14C4AVT+U -6.430 0.10, 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.656r. SO IN 
(83115B) Z NSFC489 NR/GD E$$ LAUNCH ItUWL4C4AVT UZ -6.49D 3.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 5°09wa INCHES 


















-. 0 - --

- - .--




31 - C R - -. 0 0 . R . 
d - - - - - - - - ­
-
'j -- - - -
.SLP i AGL. BTAZ -z777 - ----








-ID -- I ANL-

I4 




RL UN .H , SS 6.914 WZCAVNU,G 09000 0.000 R F 3 0 5 INCHES 
MACH 1.197 SCALE 1.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 143 
BOOSTER WITH 3 PAYLOAD CONFIGURATION COMPARISONS INSIDESLIP
 
2.5 	 I 





C D 5 
Il -1.0 
W -. 5i 
rI 
-2.0 1 
-2.5 12 -10 a 6 - 4 -- 0 28 T -I	 10 TZ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUCER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C51043) MNSFC489 NRIGD ESS LAUNCH Bt9WI4C4AVt+U -6.430 D.o0 0.000 0.00 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN 
(B31158) NSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AV7+U2 -6.490 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0951 INCHES 










































-12 -10 - a - 6 - 4 -e 0 2 4 6 6 10 l2
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN ALPHA ELVATR AILRON 
 RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
CC3104B) Q NSFC489 NR/GD'ES LAUNCH B$9WIAC4AV7 U -6.430 
 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6562 SO IN(3115s) .I 
 HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH EI9W14C4AVf+U2 
-6.490 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.09;0 INCHES
(13119) MSFC489 NR/GD ES LAUNCH 819W14C4AV7+U3 












- - - - - -- - - - - - - -





























-- 345 10 -8 ­
-. 45 
-12 -10 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 





MSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AV7.U 















(8311985 MSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7+U3 -6 t3J 0 .000 0.0013 0.000 BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XNRP 0.0000 
YHRP 0..00 
ZHRP 0.00ea INCHES 
MACH 2.990 SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 146 K 
BOOSTER WITH 3 PAYLOAD CONFIGURATION COMPARISONS INSIDESLIP 





SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION4 DESCRIPTION ALPHA 
 ELVATIR AILRON RUDDER .REFERENCE INFORMATION(C31040) C NSFc489 NR/60 £33 LAUNCH B19W14C4AV7+U 
-6.430 0.000(031150), a 3FC409 IOR/OD 	 0.000 0.00 SRFF t5.656r. so INUS$ LAUNCH 5ISWI4C4AVTtUZ 

-6.490 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.09.G
(31190) Q NSFC409 MR/GD £33 LAUNCH SISWI4C4AV?fU3 
-6.4S0 0.000 0.000 BRIEF 
INCHES 
0.000 	 6.0990 INCHES 
XMRP 0.0000 
ZHRP 0.000 INCHESMCH 1.197 SCALE 0.0031 SCALE
 
PAGE 147 





















DAASTSMO OFGRTO ECITO LEA SVT IRN RDE EEEC NOMTO 
3045
-.
.00 000 SE 566 QII SC: RG S A4NB2W44V+j-.5E.0 

B31BSC RG SSLUC.1W44V+Z 
 640 000 000 000 RF 3G5 NHS
 














4 0a PAGE 148 12 

























2 -i 42a24- o 1 
-- - 5 a0­.0 M- L
 
-. 0055 SID SLI ANLBTA ERE CE 
DAT SE SYBL CNIUAINDSRPINAFA EVT IRN RDE EEEC NOMTO
 
-.0,25 s - 6 - - 4" - 4 -- o l 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, DEGREES aETA,
DATA SET SYMBOL C4FIOURATION DESCRIPTION(01048) 0 MSFC4SS NR/GD £53 LAUNCH Bi9Wi4C4AV+ ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCEJ 
-6.430 0.O° INFORMATIONU 0000.0OSEO5.O0
(83115) ] 8I
/. MSFC489 NR/GD £55 LAUNCH 819w14C4AV7+UZ 

-6.4930 0.000 °0.000 0.000~uo ELREF 1663.0S0 INCHES
(851198) 0 *ISFCASS NR/GD £35P LAUNCH BISWI4C4AV'+U3 
-6.480 











































 2 4 6 8 10 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C1048) Q HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH D19W14C4AV7+U 
-6.430 0.C0U 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6561 SQ IN (B31155) LI NSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH SISWI4C4AV7+U2 
-6.490 0.000 0.00 o 0.000 LREF S.0930 INCHES(83119) 0 HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AVI+U3 







MACH 2.990 SCALE 0.0051 SCALE
 
PAGE 150 
-- - - - - - - - -
I 
BOOSTER WITH 3 PAYLOAD CONFIGURATION COMPARISONS INSIDESLIP
 
]I I 
- - - - I 
1 I I 






-. 2I AllEn 
-
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA 4ST YBOL COFIGURATION DE$CRIPTICN ALPHA ELVATR ALRON RUDDER 
30B SFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BIgW14C4AV7+U -6.430 0.000 0.00O 0.O00 
(B3115 ) 11 SFC489 NR/GD ESS LAU CH 9l9 WI4C4AVT+U 2 -6 .490 0 .000 . 000 . aGD 





SREF 15.6560 SQ IN
 
L EF 3 . 95 Z INCHES
 

















< - - ­
m -iItI - - - -
LA 
-s -to -s - -4 -2 a 2 4 6 a la 1a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELV TR AILRON RUDDER I REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CC3104BJ 0 HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BISWX4C4AVT.U -6.430 0.000 0.000 Q.000 SREF 15.6561 SQ IN 
B31158), NSFC4O9 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BI9WJ4C4AVT+U2 -6.490 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.09.0 INCHES 






ZHRF 0.000 INCHES 
MACH 2°SSG I SCALE 0.0031 SCALE-
PAGE 152 : 































--­- 6 -4 -2 
 0 2 
 4 




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
04TA SET sYMBOl. CCC4FIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CR31014) ,Q MSF'C489 NR ES*tDAC SFACE BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
STATION U 0.000CR31024) £ NSFCAS9 HR ESS+NUCLEAR PAYLOAD UZ RF 1.5 'QI0.000 FLEF 5663.0950 SINCHESCR31034) 0 NSFC4OS HR ESS+SPACE TUG us ifC BREF 6.0 90 INCHES 
XNRP 1.7170 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000ZHRF - 1.-20 INCHESfltCH 0.904 * SCALE 0.0051 SCALE 
PAGE 153
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS- ESS + PAYLOAD 
















- 2 a 2 4 n 22 1 S -14--l 
4­
-.05 
-*12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA GET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA 
(R311A) 0 MSFC489 HR ES$tMDAC SPACE STATION U 0.000 
,R3102A) L MSFC4O9 NR ESS+NUCLEAR PAYLOAD UP 0.0o0 




12 14 16 18 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6569 SQ IN 
LREF 3.090 INCHES 
BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XHRP 1.717O INCHES 
YNRF 0.0000 
ZNRP - 1.3320 INCHES 
SCALE 0.003L SCALE 
PAGE 1154 
- - - -
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS- ESS + PAYLOAD






















-t2 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 a 2 .4 6 a 10 12 14 16 &a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION (R3101A) HSFC409 HR ESS+MDAC SPACE STATION 
U 0.000 	 SREF 15.6560 so IN(R502A) H3FC489 NR ESS4NUCLEAR PAYLOAD U2 
 0.000 
 LREF 3.D60 INCHES
CR3103A) 0 HSFC489 NR ESS*SPACE TUG U3 
 0.000 






ZHRP - 1.3320 INCHES 
MACH 1.192 









•~ I I Tt I 
.10 










r .oa : : : : : : 
.04 
--12 -s0 - -6 -4 - 0 2. 4 6 a IQ le 14 is is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMS80 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(R3101Af C MSFC489 NR ESS+MDAC SPACE STATION U 0. 000 SREF 15.6560 s IN 
CR31OAJ) MSFC489 NR ESS NUCLEAR PAYLOAD U2 0.6001 LREF 3.09$O INCHES 
(R3103A) 0 HSFC489 NR.ESS+SPACE TUG U3 0.000 BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XHRP 1.7170 INCHES, 
YNRP 0.0000 
ZMRP - 1.33z0 INCHES 







































- 2 -10 - - O - 4 -2 0 
 2 4 6 8 10 12 4 1 18
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYI400L ¢CNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORHATIOM
tR3101A3 
 0 HSFC489 HR ESS*HOAC SPACE STATION U000SE
R 310A) M.





CR31034) 0 HSFC489 HR ESS+SPACE TUG US 
 0.000 





Z-RP - .3320 INCHES 
MACH 2.990 





















-­1 -Q -­8 -0 -4 -2 0 2 4 1 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA 
(RS101A) 0 HSFC489 HR ESS+HDAC SFACE STATION U 0.000 (R31O2A) SFC489 HR ESS+NUCLEAR PAYLOAD U2 0.000 
(R10SA) NSFC489 HR ISSSPACE TUG US 0.0-0 
MACH 4.959 
10 12 14 16 18 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.656V SQ IN 
LREF 3.0950 INCHES 
BREF 6.039D INCHES 
XHRP 1.7170 INCHESYNRP 0.000 
ZHR' - 1.3320 INCHES 
SCALE 0. 031 SCALE 
PAGE 158 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS- ESS +PAYLOAD 
-<­
-- -05 
-- III - - - - - - - - -
!!iJ 
ImJ 
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - ----
<:: 
L.Ga 
-0 - &-- --- ..-.-
.02S 
--2 -10 8 - 6 - 4 - a a 2 4 6 a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET $YMSM CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA 
(123101A) NSFC409 WR EGS$HDAC SPACE STATION U 0.000 
(R3 '2A) MSFC489 MR ESS+NUCLEAR PAYLOAD U2 G.000 
CR3BIWA) N SFC469 NR ESS-S-ACE TUG Us O.0- 9 
HACH 0.904 
10 1 14 6I 18 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SE 566 GI 
.LREF .139 13 INCHES 
BREF 6.CS913 INCHES 
XMRP 1 7170 INCHES 
YRRF O,0ODo0 
ZMRP IZ. 332 INCHESSCALE O,043% SCALE 
PAGE 159 
- - - -
-------------------------
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS- ESS + PAYLOAD 


























- - - 6 -4 -2 a 4 a 10 12 14 16 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(R31OA) Q MSFC489 NR ESS*NDAC SPACE STATION U 0.000 SREF .15.6569 SQ IN 
(R3102A) LA HSFC489 NR ESStNUC4 EAR PAYLOAD U2 0.000 - LREF 3.0950 INCHES 





ZRP - 1.3320 INCHES 




--------- --- -- --- ------ -- -- ---- --- -- -- - --
---------------











w--- ---------------------- ----- - - - -
it 
I 





-1- 'A 6 a 10 12 14 16 16 
. ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATIcO DESCRIPTIN BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CR3101A) 0 NSFC4O9 NR ESS+HDAC SZACE STATION I 0.RES 
0R312A] ' MSFC4O9 NiR SStNUCLEAR PAYLOAD U .S .LREF SQINCHES"....°.... 15.650 0 





ZMRF - 1.352 INCHES 
MACH 1,192 SCALE 0.0031 SCALE
 
PAGE 161 
















.. 030 YM2 

"G1 -10 a- -- -- 4D - 6, 1a10 14 is 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IR3$OlA) M SFC489 NR EBS+MDAc SPACE STATION U 0.00D $REF 15.65qD SO IN
 
'.510,A) Z NSFC489 MR E SSNUCLEAR PAYLOAD UZ 0.000 LREF 3.0.59 INCHE-1
 










LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS- ESS + PAYLOAD
 
r , l , , l I 1 1 I f l i l l ] l l I
 ,~I 

: l l l l l I I I I II l l l l l l l l l l l .7:.... 
0......................................................................
 
. .. . . I. . . . I I . . . ...II... .I. . . . 11. . . . . . ..i . . . . 
.n6i L iLi I i , I I I II , I I , , , i i .05L i i i i i I i , 
-- I ---------------------------------------------- -----
I l l lfli lll IIt
 
It:
<i l l l l [ i ll I ~ l l,It .0II40 I I I I I I I ; 
x. --- ----------------------­
< 1 I I I1I1IA I11 
, , ,,,o, , , , , ,Lil l l l ­
4 2 o I2ILI 4 I. I I0 I6 ! -1 14 163 ISPAC
I IIIII 
I1 I61 IR I S + U IREL A U2 0 I I I I I
NS C 8 I. PA L A I I I I1 L-I 
 3.It INCHES 






-IZ -10 - s - - 4 -2B 0 2. 4 6 8 t 14 16 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL C0NFIGURATZc DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATIOHJ 
CR3101A) 0 NSFC489 NR ESS+IIDAC SPACE STATION U 0.000 SREF 15.GSO5 0 & IN 
CRSIOZA I HSFC409 HR ESS*NUCLEAR PAYLOAD U2 0.000 L'REF t.OS3i INCHES 
(RSIO3A) 0 N5FC489 NH ESS+SFACE TUG US 0.000 BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XMRP 1.7170 INCHES 
YNHiP 0.O000 
ZMRP - 1.3520 INCHES 
MACH 2.990 ,SCALE 0.0C31 SCALE 
PAGE 183 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS- ESS + PAYLOAD
 













in:-4 -2 a 4 6 8 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
,ARZIIA) Q HSFC489 HR CES+HDAC SPACE STATION U 0.000 SREF 15.6563 50 IN
 
£R3I0ZA) /A SFC489 HR ESS+NIJCLEAR PAYLOAD U2 0.000 IREF 3.US'iJ INCHES
 














LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS- ESS + PAYLOAD
 
.01 t 
.0J 1 I 
"JI 
















- --------- 6 --4 --2 a 2 4 6---10 12 14 15 is 
-ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SY1480L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 51ETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(R 101A) NSFC489 MR ESS+MDAC SPACE STATION U 6.00 RF 5669 SQI

I R3 102A) MSFC489 NR ESS NUCLEAR PAYLOAD UZ 
 0.000 LREF .09-.o INCHES
 
(R5103A, M SFC489 MR ESS PACE TUG U3 00uBE 
 .90 ICE 
XNRP i.71TO INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 
ZHRF - 1.3320 INCHES 
HACH 0.904 SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 165 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS- ESS + PAYLOAD

.oB Ie Il I I I I I I f I I 1I I I I I IT 
.05 
if 
, , , , ,

.04 ,,,,' , -_ -
A -­
- .011 
04 T EEE C N OM T OSE CNI ND PI
-. 
DATASYBL UAI SR NB 15 6 6 IN
UIo IIII 0.0
A IR0 IRMSC 8 ES IA SPC SATI IREO 

III? I-RP 1' 0 I NCHESI C IX 
P 2I SIIIClE
l i1l l3 
iZlR 
 " '" ' SCALE' 0.003 SCLMACH" 
z , ,, , , ,,, ,,,PAGE,, ,,6,
 
1r ------- ------- -------- ------- -------
ZR1 A
-. 0C4--------------------------------EF--.-----IN--E 
:1:171------ 17170ilINCHES:IATASET C SYMOL ICI4 SCITiiI iTA REFERENCEAI I 1AIA 
-so~MR - --- 0 1 13 10 IHS4 
ANGLE OF~ATTACK ALPHA. DEGREE 
--
--- -------------------
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS- ESS + PAYLOAD
 
Z- 4 












ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCIIURATION DESCRIPTION IETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1113101A) N SFC409 NR ESS+MDAC SF4CE STATION U ,0.00SE 56 oI 
1R310m) ,SFC489 NR ESS NUELEAR PAYLOAD V2 0.000 LREF .'.9= ICE
(R*203A) M SFC48D NR ES$+SPACE TU 3.9U5NCETUGU3 .90 BREF 6.0490 INCHES 
XHRP 1.7170 INCHES 
ZHRP - 1.33 INCHES 
MACH 1.192 SCALE 0.0051 SCALE 
PAGE 167 
















-0 2 U--L 
-2a2 
- - -
-­0-2 -10 - 8 '-6 -4 - 2 4 6 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA S r SYMBOL. CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION OETA(RSI0IA) 0 NSFC4O9 NR:ESS MDAC SPACE STATION U 0.000 
'(R3102A) LA NSFC489 NR ESB+NUCLEAR PAYLOAD U? 0.000 
'R3i0SA) 0 M5FC489 R ESS+SPACE TUG US 0.000 
MACH .958 
10 
I ~ 1 TIT INHE 
12 14 16 1 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 




BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XMRP 1.7170 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0BOO 
ZMRP - 1.,3320 'INCHES 






-- - --- 
- - - -- -- 
---- 
- - - - -
- -
---------
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS- ESS + PAYLOAD
 
6 - - - - - - - ­








Z~~nI -. 02 	 I F 
LL / .I I 
-. as 	 I 
------ I I-I 	 I-I------------IA. 
-12 a - 6 - 4 -	 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA 	 FE£ E FO AT N 
(R3 0 A Q SF489 R ES$ MAC SPACE STATIONU 0.000 SREF 15.6560 GO N
 
3102O S C489 R ESS+ UCLEAR PA YLOA D U Z 0 .000
A ) 
 LREF 3 09 16 NCHE S

R3103A) SFC4 89NR ESSSPA E TUG 




Z'RF - $.3320 INCHES 
MACH 2.990 SCALE a0.003 1 SCALE 
PACE 1-­






s--c---------------------------------------z --- - - -------
IIII
 
-. 04 -P'- -;: -"-
Z -. 0- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-.07
 
----- --0 - - ---6 --4 2 2 - 4 --- 6 a 12 14 -0is is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION UESCRIFTIO BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(R5IOIA) Q MSFC489 NR ESS+MDAC SPACE STATION U 0.000 SREF 15.656rj SQ IN 
(R3102A}) 41 SFC489 NR ESS+NUCLEAR PAYLOAD UZ 0.0OO LREF 3.09=a INCHES 
(R3103A) 0 HSFC489 NR ES$S++IACE JUG U5 0.0O0 BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XMRP 1 ?170 INCHES
YR P 00000
 
Z-R-0- 1.3 Z0 INCHES
 





















-­ 2 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA 
(C31siO) Q HSFC489 NR ESS HDAC SPACE STATION U 
-6.100 (S023S) MSFC a9 NR ESS+NUCLEAR PAYLOAD UZ 
-6.170(538139) MSFC409 NR ESS+SPACE TUG US 
-6.230 
HACH 0.901 
6 t o0 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.656q 09 IN 
LREF .O9*0 INCHES 
BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XNRF 1.7170 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0000 
ZNRP - 1.3320 INCHES 






























-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA 
MNSFC489 HR ESS+tDAC SPACE STATION U -6.100 
MSFC489 NR ESS+NUCLEAR PAYLOAD U2 -6.170 
MSFC489 NR ESSeSPACE TUG U3 
-6.23n 
0.998 
6 8 10 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.656Q SQ IN 
LREF 3.095. INCHES 
BREF 6.0090 INCHES 
XHRP 1.7170 INCHES 
YMRP 0010U 
ZHRP - 1.3320 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 172 

















4 -2 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMSZ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA 
fC31010)SFC489 MR ESS+MDAC SPACE STATION U -6.100CS3I02B), HSFC49 MR ESS4NUCLEAR PAYLOAD U2 
-6.170 (631038e) NSFC489 MR ESS*SPACE TUG U3 
-6.230 
MACH 1.194 
6 1 10 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 so IN 
LREF 3.091a INCHES 
BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XMRP 1.7170 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 
ZNRP - 1.3320 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 173 
















-12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 02 4 6 8 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CC310182 HSFC409 NR EStMDAC SPACE STATION U -6.100 SREF 15.6560 SQ IN(031028) MSFC489 NR ESS+NUCLEAR PAYLOAD U -6.170 LREF 3.0930 INCHES (83103D) N 
-6.2501SFC489 NR ESS*SPACE TUG U5 
 BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XHRP 1.7170 INCHES 
YNRP 00000Z O.OO
 
ZMRP - 1.3320 INCHES 
MACH 1.958 SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 174
 
















12 -10 -e -S -4 -2 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA 
(C3S01B) Q NSFC489 NR E$StHDAC SPACE STATION U -6.100 (031028) Za SFC489 NR ESSeNUCLiAR PAYLOAD U2 




6 S 10 2 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.656D so IN 
LREF 3.0953 INCHES 
BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XNRP 1.7170 INCHES 
YHRP 00000 
ZNRP - 1.33a INCHES 
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 175 









F- -. 03 
SIDE SLI ANLE BETA DEGR..ES
 
DATS SYBO CNIGRTODECIIN LHRFRNEo -. ot 





_.-J! : : 

-_.09 H -, . . 
12 6 4 2 2 41 - - 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SyMBOL. COW'FIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA 

{CC30±8) 0 HSFC48S HR ESS+MDAC SPACE STATION U -6.100 

(931028) LA MSFC489 HR ESS+NUCLEAR PAYLOAD UZ -6.170 


















6 8 10 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
OREF 15.G56O SQ IN 
LREF 5.0952- INCHES 
BEF 6.0990 INCHES 
XHRF I.TI70 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 
ZHRP - 1.3320 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 176
 
ESS + PAYLOAD IN,SIDESLIP -ALPHA=-6
 
.020 ilI 
A - -- - - -­
.01-5 







-. 2-2D 8 -6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 0 10 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 (C3101S) 0} 11FC489 HR ESS+NDAC SPACE STATION U 
 -6.100 
 RF 1.06 QI
(03102B)La MFC469 HR E$SNUCLEAR PAYLOAD U2 -6.170 FLREF 1663.0E50 INCHES
 (661038) , MSFC489 HR ESSPACE TUG US 

-6.230 






ERP - 1.-32 INCHES
 
HACH 0.901 










.x 5 - -- - ---- ----












SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. 
DATA SET SYMBOL Ca4NFIPURATAN DESCRIPTION ALPHA 
(Caiflo) C) NSFC4OS HR £SS NDAC SPACE STATIONl U -.6.100 
(951028)l. MSFC409 HR ES+NUCLEAR PAYLOAD U32 -6.170 





SREF 15.6500 SQ IN 
LREF 5.0953 INCHES 
.SREF 0.0990 INCHES 
XNRP 1, 170 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 
ZNRP - 1.5520 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0051 SCALE 
178 
ESS + PAYLOAD INSIDESLIP -ALPHA=-6 
.025 
.020 





y - -. L.I 
1c4 ItI 
Li - 1 -. 
S I IJ I J . I I II 
0~~~~~R I-----------------N--- -- -- -­
01 -. MA 1.9 --­ - 4 -179 SCL 0.0PAGE CL 
-°F.. SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES ':M. ICE 





U3FC459 NPR ESS+HDAC SIFACE STATION U-.00SE 
NS459 NR ES$ NUCLEAR PAYLOAD U2 -6.D170 FLREF 
1552SQI 
1663.090D INCHES 
(832030) . NSFC409 NR ESS+SPACE TUG U3 -6.230. DREF 6.fl990 INCHES 
XHP 1.7170 INCHES 
YMRF 0.0000 
ZMRP - 1.3320 INCHES 
NACH 1.194 SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 179 





010 - .. 
ID
 
0U - -g--- --








-. 01 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SI 
- 2 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 a 4 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(C31018) M VACE STATION U SREF 59
$SFC489 NR ESS+HDAC -6.100 15.6560 IN
 
(B31028) SFC489 NR ESS.NUCLEAR PAYLOAD UZ -6.170 LREF 3.060S INCHES
 






ZMRP - 1.3320 INCHES
 
MACH 1.958 SCALE 0.0031 SCALE
 
PAGE 180 
ESS + PAYLOAD INSIDESLIP -ALPHA=-6 







> .0 --------------------------------------------------------------------1 6 
o 










E -. 025 
-o3010 










-..o20 ZH= INHE 













-a - 4 2-02 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA 
cC31018) Q MSFC4S9 MR ESSI4DAC SPACE STATION U -6.100 






SREF 15.65E0 SQ IN 
LREF 3.0V3D INCHES 
BREF 6. 39S0 INCHES 
XNRP 1.7170 INCHESYRP 0.a00 
ZMRP - .1.520 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0051 S C ALE 
PAGE 182 
----- ----- --- -- -- -- -- ---------- - -
ESS + PAYLOAD INSIDESLIP -ALPHA=-6
 
''1-




to wl -.40 
IrI
 
- - - I - - -- -- - I L r- -­
0HT 
22 -to - 6 4 2 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATO DESCRIPTION ALPHA 
6¢3102s) R SFC489 NR @+DCSAESATB1 ] ¢G HE SS NUCLZAR PAYLOAD US 
-6.170 
3303 ) HM FC489 R E$S+ PA E TUG U S -6.23 9 
MACH 0.901 
6 a to 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
LREF 1663.0s-l0 INCHES 
BREF 6. 9 13 NCH S 
XMRP 1.7170 INCHES 
YMRP 0.300u 
ZMRP - 1.5320 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 183 


















-'"- -0 -8 -6 -4 -2 a a 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAMSFC489 NR ESSfDAC SPACE STATION U -6.100 
. M4FC489 HR ESStNUCLEAR PAYLOAD UZ -6.170 
NHSFC489 NR ESSSPACE TUG US -6.2' 
MACH 0.998 
6 a V2 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONSREF 15.65e SQ IN 
LREF 3.0560 INCHES 
OREF 6.9990 INCHES 
XMRP 1.7170 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 
ZHRP - 1.3320 INCHES 
SCALE 0.001 SCALE 
PAGE 184 
















I I+IO I5 
Z 
• ;-. t - 10 -0 -
I 
I 0 1 
DATA SET SYNQO. 
( C31018) Q 
(8510253 I 
(551038) 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE., BETA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA 
SFC4SS NR ESS+HDAC SPACE STATION U -6.100 
NSFC489NR ESSNUCLEAR PAYLOAD U2 -6.170 
HSFC489 NR ESS+SFACE TUG U3 -6 2ZO 
MACH SLIP ASCALE 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 1$.6540 SQ INLREF 3.050 INCHES 
BREP O.iJSSO INCHES 
XHRP 1.717O INCHES 
YNRP a.DODOZR - 13320 INCHES0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 185 
IHP .Or 















-4 -2 4 
w------------------------------------------ -- - - -- - - -- - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(31010) ( 
B I '.B 
CS31038) 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONI ALPHA 
MSFC489 MR ESS+NDAC SPACE STATION U -6.100 
M SFC489 NR ESS NUCLEAR PAYLOAD U2 -6.170 




SREF 15.656p se IN 
LREF 3.0950 -INCHES 
BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XHRP 1:7170 TNCHES' 
Y'RP 0a0a00ZP I- -3320 INCHES 
0.11031 SCALE 
186 
ESS + PAYLOAD INSIDESLIP -ALPHA=-G 











-'2-2 -0 - - 6 - 4 - 2 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA(Cziols) Q NSFC469 NR ESSeMDA¢ SPACE STATIONU-.0t831028) 1I SFC489 MR ESS NULLEAR PAYLOAD UZ 
-0.170 
cC3103B) 0 MSFC489 MR ESS SPACE TUG U3 
-6.230 
MACH 2.990 
6 a 10 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RF 56e QIL EF 35.50,-,0 INCHES 
BREF 6.q99O INCHES 
XMRP 1.717a INCHES 
YMRP Dooo0ZRP 1.3a2D INCHES 
SCALE 0.0032 SCALE 
PAGE 187 
- -
ESS + PAYLOAD INSIDESLIP -ALPHA-6 
1021 I 





















.2-.001 -.22 - 4 01-2a24 
0I 1
 
-°0TA 2 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 -z 0 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETAo DEGREES
{CESIOIS DATA0 OLH COFIGURATIOPHR DESCRIPTIOSPACE U ALPHA SREFREFERENCE SQNSET H45FC4SS St+HOAC STATION -6.100 INFORMATIONIN15.e56C 
(B31020) 13 SFC4SS HR ESStNUCLEAR PAYLOAD U2 -6.170 LREF 3.095U INCHES 
(031030) .Q HSFC409 HR ESS+SFACE TUG U3 -G.Z33 BREF 6.0390 INCHES 
XMRF 1.7170 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 
ZMRP - 1.3320 INCHES 
NACH 4*959 SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 188
 







F-uf - - - - --------- - - I- - - - - - -
LU 
-- --- - --------------





SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA 
M SFC489 MR ESS NDAC SPACE STATION U -6.100SE 
HSFC489 MR ESS NUCLEAR PAYLOAD UZ -6.i7a 




LREF 3.05.0 INCHES 
SREF 6°.99D INCHES 
XHRP 1.7170 INCHES 
ZHRP - 1.3320 INCHES 
SCALE O.0051 SCALE 
PAGE 189 
ESS + PAYLOAD INSIDESLIP -ALPHA=-G
 

















2-- - to - 6 ­ 0i 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALFHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C3101B) MSFC489 NR ESS+HDAC SPACE STATION U -6.10O SREF 15.6560 50 IN 
(S3102s) MSFC489 HR ES$ NUCLEAR PAYLOAD U2 -6.170 LREF 3.09dO INCHES
 






ZMRP - 1.3320 INCHES 
















ESS + PAYLOAD INSIDESLIP -ALPHA=-G
 










--X Im - - - - - - - ­
---------- -4- -- - -- -- - -- --------­





.4~~~ -- - - -4. 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DFGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICW DESCRIPTION4 ALPHA REFERENCE.INFORMATION
 
I C31018) C3 NSFC489 MR ESS NDAC SPACE STATICN U 
 .10SE 
 156s seI
8350 mB) D, SFC489 NR ESS+NCLEAR PAYLOADU2 -6G,170 3.0950 





REF 6.0990 INCH S
 
XMRP Io7170 INCHES 
YMRP 0 0000 
ZMRP - 1:3320 INCHES 




ESS + PAYLOAD INSIDESLIP -ALPHA=-6
 















--to -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CC3±018j 0 NSFC489 NR ESS+HDAC SPACE STATION U -6.100 SREF 15.OSEO SQ IN 
(B31028) L MSFC489 NR ESS+NUCLEAR PAYLOAD U2 -6.170 LREF 3.C s0 INCHES 
(831038) 0 MSFC489 NR ESS4SPACE TUG U3 -6.p3u BREF 6.5990 INCHES 
XMRF 1.7170 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0000
 
ZMRF - 1.3320 INCHES
 























-- of ..- ­
F-m1 ----- --- --­
---------------------------- II 
I­
- - - -- 8 - - - ­
- -- - - - -- - =D T­
0 F0 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIOURATIal DESCR.IPTIZ ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ESI0IB) Q HSWC409 NR ESStNOAC SPACE STATION U -8.100 EREF t5.65e0 SO IN 
(BflOZB) I SFC489 NR ESS+NUCLEAR PAYLOAD UIZ -0.170 LREF 5.0950 INCHES 





Z<RP - 1.332O INCHES 
MACN Z.990 SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 13
 
ESS + PAYLOAD INSIDESLIP -ALPHA=-6
 
S. T I







2 -1n -o - -4 -2 a e 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SE 6~6 OI
 RC±0D MSC48 NR ESS+MDAC SPACE STATION U -6.100 
coInS, B MSFC489 MR ESS+NIJCLEAR PAYLOAD UZ LREF 3.0950 INCHESI -6.170 
cost0ss) 0 HSFC48S MR ESS-SPACE TUG U3 -6.230 BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XHRP 1.7170 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000o 
ZMRP - 1.3320 INCHES 
MAH 499SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PACE 194 



































-6 	 -2 
 a 2 4 6 
 8 1 S2
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR 
 AILRO RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATIONQ HZ1100) ESS LAUNCH B19Wl4C4AV7+UNSFC489 NR/GC 
 0.040 0.000 0.000 0.000 
 SREF 15.556C SQ IN
(C3104S) MSFC489 HR/GD ESS LAUNCH 819W14C4AV7+U 
-6.430 0.000






































-2 -±0 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 
 2 4 6 8 0 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL- CCJFIOURATIOI DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFOl1MATION )CC10M SFC4SS NR/GD ESS LAUNCH 819W14C4AV~t0 0.040 0.000 0.000 OREF 15.65(0
0.000 50 IN 














































-10- - - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 8 2 42 ­ 41 
SIDE SLIP rNGLE. BETA, DEGREES

DATA SET SYBot CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON(C3110s) MSFCA89 NR/GD E$S LAUNCH 919W14C4AV74U 0.040 0.000 0.D(C31048) 41 NSFC489 NR/GD'ESS LAUNCH 919WI4C4AV7+U 

-6.430 0.000 0.000 
MACH 1.295 

6 8 10 	 1 
12 
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORI4ATION 
0.000 SREF 15.65(0 	 so IN 
0.000 LREF 3.OstO 	 INCHES 
BREF 6.3990 INCHES 
XMRP 0.0000 
YHRP 0.0000
ZMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.003 SCALE 
PAGE 197
 














- .- T5 
zLJ 
























"12 -10 -8 -5 -4 -2 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA 	 SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON 

(C3110B) 0 MSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AVT+U 0.040 0.000 0.000 

CC3104B) MSFC409 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BIgWI4C4AVT+U 




6 8 10 12 
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.000 SREF 15.6,60 SQ IN 
0.000 LREF 5.0950 INCHES 
BREF 6.0990 INCHES' 
XNRP 0.0000 
YNRP 0.On0. 
ZMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 198;_.
 
ESS + PAYLOAD INSIDESLIP FOR ALPHA=O AND -6DEGREES
 
. - - -
UJ H - ------ --­-0.5 
2.0 -- - - - ------- - - ---- - ­
-. 5 
12 -1 42a2 o 





Z'RE 6 .09O INCHES
 
MACH 1.195 SCALE 0*00a. SCALE
 
PAGE 199 
ESS + PAYLOAD INSIDESLIP FOR ALPHA=O AND -6DEGREES
 
2.5 1 I I i 
Ld 
EL 
] -0.------ INCHES 
INHE





-2 YMR 1 .. 000
 
MAC .990 SCL .03 CL
 
-12IZ -10 -68 - 6 - 4 -t 0 6 0 tO 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SZT SYMBOL CaJFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C31108) MSFC489 NR/GD £55 LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AVZ+U 0.040 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6561 SQ IN 





































-12 -10 -a -6 -4 -2 0 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION,DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON 
CC31100) MSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH B19WI4C4AVZ+U 0.040 0.000 G.000(C31045) MSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH SISWI4C4AV7+U 






8 10 le 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ IN 
LREF 3.095C INCHES 
BREF 6.099U INCHES 
XNRP 000 
YHRP .o00 
ZHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 201 


























-0 4 -2 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DFGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON 
HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AVT+U 0.040 0.000 0.000 
MSFC489 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH D19W14C4AVT+U 






a 10 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6t60 SQ IN 
LREF 3.0950 INCHES 
SREF 6.0990 INCHESL 
XMRP 0.0000 
YHRF a.00*0 
ZHRP 0.D000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 02';" 
- - -





z -.10 - -4 tot 
LI-I 





R- -2 2 
 4 - 8 10 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER 
 REFERENCE INFORMATIONC31100) Q SFC4S9 NR/GOD ESS LAUNCH 819W14C4AVT+U 0.040 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6r0 SQ IN
C31048) HSFC489 NR/GD £S LAUNCH DiSWI4C4AV7+U 
-6.430 0.000 








ZMRP 0.000a INCHES 














SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
z010 HSFC489 Ng/&0 ESS LAUNCH SISWI4C4AV7tU 0.040 0.000 0.000 0.000- SREF I5.C560 Sa IN 
(C31045 L HSCS N/GESLANHBSICAf+-640 .000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0950 INCHES 
BREF 6.0990 INCHES 
XI4RP 0.0000 
YHRP 0.0000 
ZHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
MACH Z.990 SCALE 0.003. SCAL-

PAGE 204 ­


































 12 -0 
-6
- -4 -2 0 42 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(C311SB) Q ALPHA ELVATR AILRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATIONSFC489 HR/GD ESS LAUNCH 819W14C4AV7,U

(cct4) 0.040 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6560 SO IN
SFC409 NR/GD ESS LAUNCH 819W14C4AVTU 
-6.430 0.000 0.000 O.000 LREF 
 3.0S0 INCHES
 







































-10 - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CONfFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON 
HSFC469 NR/OD £SS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AV7T+U 0.049 0.000 0.000 
SFC489 Ni/GD ESS LAUNCH BI9WI4C4AV7+U 






8 10 12 
RCFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6565 SQ IN 
LREF 3.0950 INCHES 
BREF 6.U990 INCHES 
XNRP 0.0000 
YNRP 0.0000 
ZHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 206 r, 








-12 -to -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR AILRON 
IC31108) Q tSFC4S9 NR/0D ESS LAUNCH BISWI4C4AVT*U 0.040 0.000 0.000 






8 10 it 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 15.6560 SQ IN 
LREF 3.0953 INCHES 
BREF 6.QU90 INCHES 
XNRF 0.0000 
YNRP 0.0000 
ZHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0031 SCALE 
PAGE 207 
--------------
ESS + PAYLOAD INSIDESLIP FOR ALPHA=O AND -6DEGREES
 









-. 2 - .-
Q .3-------------------------- I L :I: 
-21 -1----------------------- 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELVATR A!LRON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(01106) Q HSFC489 NR/GD ESS LA'NCN,0319W14C4AV?+U 0.040 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 15.6550 SQ IN 
C31045) I- NSFC489 HR/GO ESS LAUNCH B19W14C4AVT+U -6.431 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.cOso INCHtES 
INCHES0,0990
BEEF 

YNRP 0.0000
 
ZNRP U.0000 INCHES
 
MAH 290SCALE 
 0.0031 SCALE
 
PAGE 208 
